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ABSTRACT 

Providing quality of service (QoS) guarantees over wireless packet networks poses a 

host of technical challenges that are not present in wireline networks. One of the key 

issues is how to account for the characteristics of the time-varying wireless channel 

and for the impact of link-layer error control in the provisioning of packet-level QoS. In 

this dissertation, we accommodate both aspects in analyzing the packet loss and delay 

performance over a wireless link. We also propose novel techniciues for quantifying 

the wireless effective bandwidth, defined as the minimum amount of bandwidth that 

needs to be allocated to ensure a given level of QoS. These techniques are essential 

to on-line cormection admission control (C.\C) and capacity dimensioning in nuilti-

service wireless networks with QoS .support. 

To analyze the loss and delay performance, we consider a wireless link whose ca

pacity fluctuates according to a fluid version of Gilbert-Elliot channel model. Incom

ing traffic sources are modeled with on-ofT fluid processes, which capture the bursty 

nature of network traffic. The packet loss performance is analyzed for the cases of 

a single and nuiltiplexed traffic streams. For the single-stream case, we derive the 

packet loss rale (PLR) due to butfer overflow at the sender side of the wireless link. 

We also obtain a closed-form appro.ximation for the corresponding wireless efTective 

bandwidth. In the case of multiple.xed streams, we obtain a good approximation for 

the PLR using the ChernofF-Dominant Eigenvalue (CDE) approach. 

The delay performance is analyzed via two distinct yet complementary approaches: 

fluid queueing analysis and discrete-time analysis, each being advantageous in ana

lytic tractability and accuracy, respectively. The fluid approach is used to derive the 

packet delay distribution via two different approaches: uniformization and Laplace 

transform. L'sing the analytic results, we investigate the packet discard rate at the 

receiver, which is particularly important for delay-sensitive traffic. The delay distri-
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butiori is further used to quantify the wireless effective bandwidth under a given delay 

guarantee. Numerical results and simulations are used to verify the adequacy of our 

analysis and to study the impact of error control on the allocation of bandwidth for 

guaranteed packet loss and delay performance. 

Finally, we use discrete-time analysis to quantify the mean delay experienced by 

a .Markovian sourcc over a wireless channcl. In this ease, the v/ireless link implements 

the selective-repeat automatic-repeat-request (SR .-VRQ) scheme for retransmission 

of erroneous packets. We obtain good approximations of the total mean delay, which 

consists of transport and resequencing delays. The transport delay, in turn, con

sists of c[ueueing and transmission delays. The exact probability generating function 

(PGF) of the queue length under "ideal" SR .\RQ is obtained and combined with the 

retransmission delay to obtain the mean transport delay. For the resequencing delay, 

the analysis is performed under the a.ssumptions of heavy traffic and small window-

sizes (relative to the channel sojourn times). We show that ignoring the autocorre

lations between packet interarrival times or the time-varying nature of the channel 

state can lead to significant underestimation of the delay performance, particularly 

at high channel error rates. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Wireless networks have been undergoing major changes in their infrastructures, ser

vice paradigms, and service coverage. These changes have been driven by two fac

tors: the remarkable growth in the demand for mobile communication services and 

tlie tremendous efforts toward supporting multimedia services [l. I]. These changes 

will eventually lead to the development of multi-service wireless networks, which not 

only will handle various traffic demands efficiently, but will also provide uniform 

coimectivity by having a compatible protocol architecture with their wireline coun

terpart [-L '). 6. I. 7]. 

The principal objective of this dissertation is to ti-stablish analytic performance 

models for providing guaranteed packet-level transport service under the setting of 

multi-service wireless networks. This chapter serves as an introduction to nndti-

service wireless networks and discusses the key issues in their implementations. It 

consists of three parts: Section 1.1 gives an overview of multi-service networks. Sec

tion 1.2 specializes the discussion to the multi-service wireless networks and addresses 

related technical issues. Section L.3 gives an outline of the problems addressed in this 

dissertation, along with its major contributions. 

1.1 Multi-service Networks 

1.1.1 Limitations of Current Network Infrastructures 

The telephone network, formally known as the public switched telephone network 

(PST.N^). is the most widely connected communication network designed to carry 

voice information. It is based on circuit switching, with each connection supporting 
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a single voice conversation. An analog speech signal generated by an endpoint is 

digitally encoded and transported on a 64-kbps digital channel, which is used as a basis 

for multiple.xing and switching. Due to its inherent circuit switching nature. PSTN 

provides guaranteed bandwidth and delay once the connection has been established. 

Parallel to the telephone network, the Internet has been designed to carry data 

traffic. In essence, the Internet is an interconnection of many private and public data 

networks that are based on connectionless packet switching. Packets carried over the 

Internet are stort:'d and forwarded using routers. The packet in the Internet is called 

an IP (Internet Protocol) packet. The header of an IP packet contains both source 

and destination IP addresses. The router uses the destination IP address to select 

a route, and forwards each IP packet to the ne.xt hop that would lead to its final 

destination. .\t present. IP routers provide the same level of service to all packets, 

i.e.. best-elfort service with no transport guarantees. 

.-\ coninion characteristic of the above two network infrastructures is that they 

were both designed (and optimized) for a particular type of traffic. The telephone 

network, for instance, was designed to carry voice traffic. While supporting other 

applications is possible by using multiple 64-kbps channels [8. 9]. this is not a Ile.xible 

solution for which one can build applications that require arbitrary amounts of band

width. Furthermore, switched multiple 64-kbps connections are still far from being 

ubic[uitous. Inefficiency of circuit switching, due to its nature of holding the channel 

e.xclusively regardless of presence of traffic demands, is another obstacle in carrying 

non-voice traffic over PSTNs [8]. 

.An analogous argument can be made with regard to the inefficiency of the current 

Internet implementation for supporting other than best-effort traffic [8]. In particular, 

emerging real-time multimedia applications reciuire guaranteed transport services. 

For instance, real-time video communications requires video frames to be delivered 

within a ma.ximum delay constraint, after which the video frame becomes useless for 

coherent reception. The current Internet, lacking the notion of guaranteed service. 
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cannot handle such service requirements effectively, which calls for new integrated 

transport solutions. 

1.1.2 Evolution of Multi-service Networks 

The limitations of current network infrastructures provide the motivation for a novel 

integrated network architecture that can be used to transport all types of traffic [1U|. 

The new network infrastructure, hereafter called rniilti-service networks, nuist be 

capable of effectively transporting all types of traffic with their diverse service re

quirements. and also efficiently sharing its available resources among various traffic 

streams [9], Furthermore, it must be able to adapt itself to rapidly changing tech

nologies and new traffic demands. 

The earliest effort to design a multi-service network goes back to the Integrated 

Services Digital Network (ISD.N^). which was intended as an evolution from the e.xist-

ing telephone networks [11]. The major improvements of ISD.N' over the PST.N' is that 

it provides an end-to-end digital connectivity, while the cla.ssic PSTN is digital within 

the networks (between switches) only. However. ISD.N" cannot support bandwidth-

intensive multimedia applications such as high-c[uality video. Furthermore, it cannot 

benefit from the progress made in technology [9]. For instance. ISD.N'"s 64-kbps dig

ital channels cannot scale down to ever-decreasing rates of speech encoders, e.g.. .'V2 

kbps and 13 kbps. .Aiming at covering all the deficiencies of ISD.N. the notion of 

broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN) evolved as a multi-service 

network solution. 

B-ISDN is a network architecture that is designed to meet all traffic needs from 

the end user's perspective and the network providers" sophisticated service rec[uire-

ments [10. 9]. It uses the .Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) as a transport technol

ogy [10. 12]. This is in sharp contrast to the classic PSTN model, for instance, which is 

based on the synchronous transfer mode (STM). In STM, time-division multiple.xing 
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(TDM) is used for bandwidth allocation [13]. In TDM, a channel is uniquely identified 

by its position in a transmission frame. Once a channel is assigned to a connection, its 

bandwidth cannot be shared with other connections. Thus, the channel bandwidth is 

wasted when an ongoing connection is temporarily idle. In contrast, ATM is based on 

statistical (or asynchronous) multiplexing as a means for bandwidth sharing, where 

virtually any type of traffic is transported in 53-bytes long packets known as cells. 

Multiple traffic streams are asynchronously multiplexed over the links, so that the 

bandwidth is offered on demand. Figure 1.1 illustrates the difference in bandwidth 

allocation between STM and ATM when three connections are multiplexed onto an 

output link. 

Connection 1 

I I ~ STM 

I 
! Q Pll 1/ 1 ~ 

Connection 2 frame 

rn 
~ Connection 3 I I~ ~ I I I I I 

ATM 

FIGURE 1.1. Synchronous and asynchronous transfer 1nodes. 

In parallel with the development of ATM, an approach for supporting multiple 

services over IP-based network has been underway. The Internet was originally de

signed to deliver data traffic in a "best-effort" manner. It is, however, rapidly evolving 

toward supporting real-time and multimedia traffic. Many service models and mech

anisn1s have been proposed for the multi-service Internet. Notably among them are 

the integrated services (IntServ) [14], the differentiated services (DiffServ) [15], and 

multi protocol label switching (MPLS) [16]. 

Among the key design considerations of a multi-service network, one notable func

tion is its capability to provide differentiated services according to user requirements. 
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Such a new service paradigm is called Quality-of-Service (QoS). viewed as the col

lective elFect ot" service performance which determine the degree of satisfactions of a 

user of the service [14. 17]. In the networking community. QoS is however defined as 

any mechanism that provides distinctions of traffic types, which can be classified and 

administered differently throughout the network [14]. In legacy networks, service sat

isfaction is primarily determined by the availability of the service. For e.xample. the 

main concern in the telephone network is to reduce the number ot blocked calls due to 

congestion. The Internet makes its best attempt to deliver packets to the destination 

but with no guaraiitet?s and no special treatment to any of the packets. However, the 

neetl to ensure the quality, needless to say the availability, ot the service becomt:'s im

perative as multi-service networks begin to handle new network applications having 

a diverse range of service requirements. 

Consider a scenario in which a packetized voice call, computer data, and video 

traffic are to be transported over a multi-service environment. For packetized voice, 

each voice packet should be transmitted within a specified time inlerval with a min

imal amount of packet loss. Data applications, such as file transfers, have rela.xed 

timing requirements but stringent packet loss requirements. Video applications gen

erate a relatively large volume of information, and some loss ot information may be 

acceptable [I]. However, its allowable transmission delay needs to be restricted. Such 

a diverse range of service requirements cannot be satisfied simultaneously by employ

ing a fair or equitable service with emphasis on service delivery rather than cjuality. 

that has been the design criterion in legacy networks. 

1.2 Multi-service Wireless Networks 

1.2.1 Overview 

.Most of wireless networks that exist nowadays have been designed for a particular 

type of service: voice or data [18, 19]. Each category exhibits distinct features in 
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terms of its service objectives and design principles. Voice-oriented networks are 

designed to support voice services for mobile users roaming over wide geographic 

areas. These include digital cellular systems and personal communication services 

(PCS) [20. 18]. In contrast, data-oriented wireless networks are designed to transport 

a wide range of data traffic, e.g.. e-mail and file transfer. .Mobile data. IEEE 802.11 

wireless local area network (L.VN). and High-performance Radio LA.N (HIPERLAN) 

fall into this category [21, 22. 18]. Similar to the evolution of wireline networks, most 

of these wireless networks are expected to be integrated into multi-service wireless 

networks. The development of multi-service wireless networks has been driven by two 

factors; the remarkable growth in the demand for mobile communication services and 

the tremendous effort toward supporting multimedia services [4. 1], Emerging multi

service wireless networks will not only handle various traffic demands efficiently, but 

will also provide a uniform connectivity by having a compatible protocol architecture 

with their wireline counterpart [0, I]. 

Figure 1.2 shows a conceptual view of a cellular-based multi-service wireless net

work. where all the traffic from or to mobile terminals (MTs) in a cell is relayed via 

access points (.\P). In a typical service scenario. .\TM or Internet connections may 

be extended over wireless links. The wireline backbone carries the traffic between the 

mobile user and the corresponding party, which can be H.xed or mobile. In contrast, 

the wireless part provides access to a shared wireless medium and manages host mo

bility [5]. Due to the unreliability of the wireless medium, the insufficient bandwidth, 

and host mobility, the end-to-end performance of a connection encompassing wireline 

and wireless links is determined primarily by the performance over the wireless links. 

Wireless links are characterized by time-varying, error-prone channels due to user 

mobility and the dynamics of the surrounding environment [4]. The performance of 

an end-to-end connection that spans multiple wireline and wireless links is mainly 

determined by the performance of the wireless part. For instance, in transporting 

TCP traffic over wireless links, TCP makes the implicit assumption that packet losses 
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ATM/Internet 

Backbone 

Poinl 
lAP) 

lAP AP 

Cell Cell Cell 

FIGURE 1 .2 .  .-Vrchitecture of multi-iiervice network. 

are caused by congestion, although such losses may. in fact, be caused by packet 

discarding due to channel errors [3. *23]. Eventually. TCP times out and invokes 

its congestion control mechanism, which unnecessarily reduces the throughput of the 

wireless channel. Other potential problems are related to transporting .Vr.\I cells over 

wireless links. .AT.M cells over radio links are affected by burst errors, which cannot be 

corrected by header error control (HEC) [3]. Since .\TM cell delineation is based on 

the validity of the HEC check for the assumed framing, consecutive HEC failure leads 

to loss of synchronization, thereby causing severe performance degradation [3. 9]. 

These e.xamples illustrate how the performance of an end-to-end connection spanning 

wireline and wireless segments is heavily dependent on the performance of the wireless 

link. 

To cope with the unreliability of the wireless medium, two classes of link-level 

error control are commonly used: automatic repeat recjuest (ARQ) and forward error 

correction (FEC). In general. ARQ is used to deliver data requiring higher reliability, 

whereas FEC is more suitable for delay-sensitive traffic [3]. Recent studies suggest 

that hybrid .ARQ/FEC might be more appropriate for a wireless network that car
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ries traffic with diverse characteristics and QoS reciuirements [3. 2-1]. For instance, 

data connections with rela.xed time constraints can use .A.RQ, while voice and video 

connections that require low delay, delay jitter, and minimal packet loss may need a 

combination of FEC and .A.RQ with time- constrained retransmission [5]. 

In summary, the provisioning of QoS guarantees over wireless links is more chal

lenging than its wireline counterpart due to the need to explicitly consider the harsh 

radio-channel transmission characteristics and the underlying link-layer error con

trol mechanisms. This difficulty is further compounded by scarce bandwidth, host 

mobility, and its impact on the available bandwidth capacity. 

1.2.2 QoS Guarantees in Multi-service Wireless Networks 

In cellular packet networks, QoS can be expressed at the connection and packet lev

els. Connection-level QoS aims at achieving seamless connectivity in the presence of 

handolfs. In contra.st. packet-level QoS reflects the transport performance of packets, 

commonly specified in terms of packet loss, delay, delay variation, etc. Connection-

level QoS can be provided by reserving bandwidth at cells that an .\IT may pass 

through. The actual reservation mechanism depends on the anticipated mobility pat

tern and the target level of QoS. Packet-level QoS can be provided by controlling 

the parameters of the medium access control (M.AC) protocol and the error con

trol schemes. In this dissertation, we primarily focus on providing packet-level QoS 

guarantees. 

ATM/Internet 

FIGURE 1 .3 .  .A.  mobile connection scenario. 
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Consider the scenario shown in Fig. L.3, where an MT with QoS constraints makes 

a connection to a fixed host. During the connection setup phase, the MT provides 

the network with intbrmation related to its QoS rec[uirements and its traffic profile. 

The traffic profile is typically specified by the peak rate, the mean rate, and the 

maximum burst size. This information is passed to the QoS controller in the network 

to determine whether the requested connection can be served with available network 

resources. The outcome of the connection request depends on availability of network 

resources along the end-to-end path, which could span several wireline and wireless 

segments, fn addition to the role of determining the admission of a new connection, 

the QoS controller is responsible for providing connection-basis QoS guarantee by 

executing packet scheduling and error control as shown in Fig 1.4. 

Network Interface 

QoS Controller 

MAC Operation 

Buffer 

DLC Module 

PHY Tx/Rx 

Error Controller 

Packet Scheduler 

FIGURE 1.4. QoS controller and protocol layering. 

After selecting an error control scheme and the packet scheduling algorithm flexible 

enough to support various QoS requirements, the most crucial task related to the QoS 

controller is to find the input control parameters of the error controller and the amount 

of allocated bandwidth satisfying the specified QoS requirements. Possibly multiple 

set of the control parameters and bandwidth can be considered for an operating 
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option. However, an optimal operating option should be selected to minimize use of 

network resources. In particular, minimizing the bandwidth allocated to a certain 

connection with QoS constraints is essential in wireless networks. 

From the network's perspective, it is very crucial to determine the input control 

parameters of the error control scheme and the amount ot bandwidth allocated to a 

connection, according to the QoS specification of a connection. It requires a thorough 

understanding of their impact on the packet-level performance. In a multi-service 

wireless service scenario, these parameters should be adjusted promptly during a 

connection setup using an analytic model which can capture the complex interactions 

among the tralRc source, the wireless channel characteristics, and the error control 

schemes. 

1.3 Contributions and Dissertation Overview 

While there are a myriad of challenging problems to be addressed in the provisioning 

of QoS in the wireless environment, it is well known that the principal technical issues 

include: (I) design of QoS-avvare and data link layers for channel sharing and 

error control. (2) development of an analytical QoS model accounting for the impacts 

of several factors on packet-level QoS. and (3) e.xtension of transport architecture to 

accommodate new mobility functions. If properly designed, these wireless specific 

functionalities should be able to provide a degree of transparency for a set of broad

band services. These problems are the subject of considerable current research efforts. 

Here we focus on the bandwidth allocation problem in conjunction with appropriate 

error control capability which is related to the first and second problems. 

The main subject of this dissertation is the development of an analytical QoS 

model for multi-service wireless networks. Throughout the dissertation, the emphasis 

is on the queueing behavior at the network layer while incorporating the impacts of the 

wireless channel, error control schemes, bandwidth allocation, and traffic fluctuations. 
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The rest of the dissertation is organized into six chapters. 

Chapter "2 surveys the literature on QoS provisioning in the wireless environment. 

VV^e first describe the QoS guarantees in an .ATM networlc and the next-generation In

ternet. It is important to understand the QoS mechanisms in those wireline networks, 

since the interface on the QoS-related functions of the multi-service wireless network 

should be compatible with its wireline counterpart in order to provide uniform con

nectivity. The rest of the discussion concentrates on QoS provisioning in the wireless 

environment, which is categorized into connection and packet levels. Connection-level 

QoS schemes are related to maintaining the connectivity during handofF in cellular 

systems, whereas packet-level QoS schemes are concerned with delivering the packet-

level QoS metrics, often described by packet loss, delay, and delay variation. 

Chapter 3 introduces our framework for analyzing the packet-level performance of 

a wirele'ss link. Our discussion is primarily focused on the general characteristics of 

the wireless channel and error control schemes. In particular, we discuss techniques 

for modeling the wireless link and the error control scheme in order to capture the 

impact of them on the queueing performance at network layer. 

In Chapter 4. we analyze the packet loss performance over a wireless link. We con

sider both cases of a single and multiplexed connections. The link capacity fluctuates 

according to a fluid version of Gilbert-Elliot channel model. Traffic sources are mod

eled as on-off fluid processes. Our analytic framework incorporates the effects of error 

control schemes (i.e.. .\RQ and/or FEC), which are used to improve the transport 

performance over the wireless link. For the single-stream case, we derive the e.xact 

packet loss rate (PLR) due to buffer overflow at the sender side of the wireless link. 

We also obtain a closed-form appro.ximation for the corresponding wireless effective 

bandwidth. In the case of multiple.xed streams, we obtain a good approximation for 

the PLR using the Chernoff-Dominant Eigenvalue (CDE) approach. The expressions 

for the PLR and effective bandwidth are then used to study the optimal FEC code 

rate that guarantees the requested QoS while maximizing the utilization of the wire
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less bandwidth. Numerical results and simulations are used to verify the adecjuacy of 

our analysis and to study the impact of error control on the allocation of bandwidth 

for guaranteed packet loss performance. 

In Chapter o. we investigate the delay and packet discard performance over a 

wireless channel. We consider a single ON/OFF traffic stream. We derive the packet 

delay distribution via two different approaches: uniformization and Laplace trans

form. Numerical aspe^cts of both approaches are compared. Using our analytic model, 

we investigate the packet discard rate at the receiver. This metric is particularly im

portant for delay-sensitive traffic, where the due-date ot a packet is translated into a 

limit on the ma.ximum number of packet retransmissions. The delay distribution is 

further used to quantify the wireless effective bandwidth under a given delay guaran

tee. .Numerical results and simulations are used to verify the adequacy of our analysis 

and to study the impact of error control and bandwidth allocation on the packet delay 

performance. 

In Chapter 6. we analyze the mean delay e.x'perienced by a Markovian source over 

a wireless channel that implements the selective-repeat .ARQ scheme for retransmis

sion of erroneous packets. We obtain good appro.ximations of the total mean delay, 

which consists of transport and resequencing delays. The transport delay, in turn, 

consists of queueing and transmission delays. In contrast to previous studies, our 

analysis accommodates both the inherent autocorrelations in the input traffic and the 

time-varying nature of channel conditions. The e.xact probability generating function 

(PGF) of the ciueue length under "ideal" SR .ARQ is obtained and is combined with 

the retransmission delay to obtain the mean transport delay. For the resequencing 

delay, the analysis is performed under the assumptions of heavy traffic and small 

window sizes (relative to the channel sojourn times). The inaccuracy due to these 

assumptions is observed to be negligible. We show that ignoring the autocorrelations 

of the incoming traffic or the time-varying nature of the channel state can lead to sig

nificant underestimation of the delay performance, particularly at high channel error 
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rates. Some interesting effects of key system parameters on the delay performance 

are observed. 

Finally. Chapter 7 gives a summary of the results and points out to specific con

tributions of the dissertation. It also makes suggestions for further work in this area. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

2.1 Introduction 

III tliis chapter, we review the current literature on QoS support in wireless networks 

and the associated performance modeling aspects. .-\s noted earlier, providing QoS 

guarantees in wireless networks can i)e done through a coordination of bandwidth 

reservation at the connection level (or flow level) and packet-level scheduling, in con-

jiuiction with error control. .Accordingly, we classify the QoS schemes presented in 

this chapter into connection-level and packet-level schemes. Connection-level QoS 

schemes are related to maintaining the connectivity during handolf in cellular sys

tems as well as reserving an appropriate amount of bandwidth that will be used by 

the underlying packet scheduler. In the case of congestion, a request for a new con

nection may be denied. .Moreover, an ongoing connection can be dropped due to 

insulficient bandwidth in the new cell. .Most of the previous work on connection-level 

QoS focused on maintaining these disruptive factors below a specified level by proper 

bandwidth reservation [25. 26. 27. 28. 29|. In contrast, packet-level QoS schemes are 

concerned with delivering the packet-level QoS metrics, often described by packet 

loss, delay, delay variation, etc. .-\ QoS-aware MAC protocol that incorporates the 

packet scheduler and the error control scheme plays a major role in the packet-level 

QoS provisioning. 

Providing QoS guarantees requires quantification of the associated performance 

metrics. Such quantification is needed for the network to determine the appropriate 

scheduling policy, the amount of allocated bandwidth, and the input control param

eters for the error control schemes. Diverse QoS mechanisms existing across different 

protocol layers provide different perspectives of QoS. For instance, error control can 
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provide the bit-level QoS expressed by the bit error rate (BER), whereas packet 

scheduling provides the packet-level QoS. e.g.. bounds on the maxirtuim delay. From 

the network's perspective, it is essential to have a unified view of QoS by accounting 

for the collective impacts of various levels of QoS on the packet-level performance 

using accurate yet tractable analytic models. 

.\. large body of research on QoS guarantees for multi-service wireline and wire

less networks has been conducted. The literature reviewed herein is limited to that 

which is relevant to the research presented in this dissertation. The remainder of this 

chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 describes the QoS guarantees in wire

line networks with emphasis on .\TM and the next-generation Internet. Section 2.:{ 

discusses connection-level QoS mechanisms in wireless networks. In Section 2.4. the 

packet-level QoS mechanisms are reviewed by introducing packet scheduling algo

rithms. error control schemes, and the related analytic performance models. 

2.2 QoS ill Wireline Networks 

2.2.1 Traffic Management in ATM Networks 

In .\T.\I. QoS guarantees are provided through traffic management, which refers to 

a set of network actions that monitor and control the fiow of traffic [.30. 12]. Traffic 

management provides each traffic stream with its desired level of bandwidth, cell loss 

rate, cell delay, and cell delay variation. In addition, it prevents the network from 

becoming overloaded, but even if overload occurs, it can reacts to the congestion 

in order to maintain QoS objectives while maximizing the utilization of network 

resources. Figure 2.L shows the main functions of traffic management in .\TM [12]. 

During the connection setup phase, an end user negotiates the traffic contract 

with the network. In essence, the traffic contract is an agreement on the behavior 

of the traffic and the level of service that is reciuired for the connection. One key 

element of the traffic contract is the service category. Connections are mapped into 
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FIGURE 2 .1 .  Main components of traffic tnanageinent in .ATM networks. 

an appropriate .\TM-layer service category, which defines the QoS class and the e.\-

pected behavior of the trafBc. The .-VTM Forum' Traffic Management specification 

defines five service categories: Constant Bit Rate (CBR). real-time Variable Bit Rate 

(rt-V'BR). non-real-time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR). .\vailable Bit Rate (.\BR). 

and Unspecified Bit Rate (L'BR) [30]. The CBR service is suitexl for connections 

requesting a fixed rate of service that must be available for the lifetime of the con

nection. The rt-VBR service is intended for bursty real-time applications requiring 

tightly constrained delay and delay variation, whereas the nrt-VBR service is ap

propriate for non-real-time bursty applications that require service guarantees from 

the network. The .-\.BR service is used by applications that require a Minimum Cell 

Rate (.MCR) and a given cell loss rate but are able to adapt to feedback from the 

network to take advantage of available bandwidth. The UBR service is intended for 

non-real-time, bursty applications that are tolerant of delay and loss. 

Each ATM service has its corresponding set of QoS parameters and traffic descrip-

'The AT.VI Forum is an organization formed by a group of companies, network/service providers, 
and users to develop ATM interoperability specifications. 
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tors. There are three QoS parameters: Cell Loss Rate (CLR), Maximum Cell Transfer 

Delay (maxCTD), and Peak-to-peak Cell Delay Variation (peak-to-peak CDV). CLR 

is the ratio of lost cells to total transmitted cells. Cells may be lost due to malfunc

tion in an .-VT-M switch, but more commonly due to buffer overflow at the switch. 

CTD is defined as the elapsed time between a cell departure at the source and the 

corresponding cell arrival at the destination. The maxCTD represents the (1 — q) 

quantile of the CTD probability density function, where the cells with delays exceed

ing this nuiximumare considered lost or unusable. T he peak-to-peak CDV represents 

the difference between the maxCTD and the fi.xed delay component. Since the peak-

to-peak CDV allows for the estimation of the maxinuun possible delay and the worst 

possible amount of clumping between two consecutive cells, it is mostly an issue for 

end-systems running voice, video, and multimedia applications over CBR and rt-VBR 

connections. The Connection Traffic Descriptor includes two key elements: the Cell 

Delay Variation Tolerance (CD\'T) and the Source Traffic Descriptor. The Source 

Traffic Descriptor is a set of parameters that describe the connection traffic profile. 

This .set consists of Peak Cell Rate (PCR). Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR). .Maximum 

Burst Size (MBS), and .Minimum Cell Rate (.MCR). 

With these parameters provided during the traffic contract process, the network 

has to determine whether it can accept the connection request and still meet the 

required QoS level for all connections including the new one. This control function 

is referred to as connection admission control (C.\C). If the connection is accepted, 

then its cells can start to flow over a designated virtual channel across the network. 

Even after the connection is admitted, the network has to ensure that the connection 

complies with its traffic contract so that the QoS guarantees of other connections are 

not jeopardized. Noncompliant cells at the network edge are either denied admission 

to the network or admitted, tagged as non-compliant, and transported using a low-

priority service. 

The traffic that successfully passes through the conformance monitoring function 
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enters the network and is multiplexed at the different points. In order to exploit 

statistical multiplexing gains, the traffic may be queued before being transmitted 

over intermediate links. The queues are served according to a scheduling algorithm 

that is specifically designed to meet the QoS of the different types of connections. 

.Although connection admission is performed during the setup phase, congestion in 

network elements can still occur. Congestion is caused by statistical overlap of traffic 

Ijursts at a contention point. Congestion control deals with the traffic arriving in a 

contention period to ensure that cells are discarded fairly and that QoS is guaranteed. 

For the .\BR service, the network and the end-system implements a flow control, 

which prevents congestion by e.wrcising a feedback control on the source rate. 

2.2.2 Next-Generation Internet Services 

Integrated Services 

The Integrated Services (IntServ) architecture aims at extending the existing IP model 

to support rt\T.l-time traffic along with best-effort traffic [31. 32. 15]. This architecture 

defines a flow as a stream of packets with common source IP address, destination IP 

address, and a destination port number. IntServ suggests that a desired level of 

service is granted to a flow by maintaining flow-specific state in the network. Each 

router in the network e.Kercises a degree of discretionary control on resource allocation 

for flows. 

The main components of the IntServ architecture are admission control, packet 

classifier, packet scheduler, and setup protocol [15]. .-Vdmission control checks to see if 

sufficient resources within the host or the router are available to support a particular 

service. The packet classifier examines the source address, destination address, and 

port fields in each packet to determine what class the packet belongs to. The packet 

scheduler schedules the packet for transmission on the outgoing link. The setup 

protocol enables a host to request a specific amount of resources from the network. It 
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delivers the reservation request generated by the application to each router's traffic 

control components. The de facto setup protocol in the [ntServ architecture is the 

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVT) [1-1]. 

With RSVT. the application source transmits a Path message along the routed 

path to the unicast or multicast destination. The purpose of this message is twofold. 

First, it marks the routed path between the sender and receiver. Second, it collects 

information about the QoS viability of each router along that path. Upon receiving 

the Path message, the destination host or hosts can gauge what services the network 

can support and then generate an RSVT reservation (Resv) message. This message 

contains traffic ami QoS objects that are processed by the traffic control components 

at each router as it follows the reverse path (upstream) toward the sender. If the 

router has sufficient capacity, then resources along the path back toward the receiver 

are reserveil for that tlow. If resources are not available. RSVT error messages are 

generated and returned to the receiver. The per-flow reservation state maintained 

in a router is deleted unless Path and Resv messages are periodically sent by the 

sender and receivers, respectively. It should be noted that data traffic can always be 

active regardless of reservations. If no reservations e.xist. then the arriving packets 

are serviced in a best-effort manner [33]. 

The IntServ model supports two traffic classes in addition to the best-effort service: 

guaranteed and controlled load services. The guaranteed service supports real-time 

traffic flows that recjuire c[uantifiable bounds on delay. The controlled load service 

appro.\imates a best-eflort service over an uncongested network. 

Differentiated Services 

Compared to the IntServ model, the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) model takes a 

different approach for supporting QoS. In DifFServ. individual microflows are classified 

into one of several unique service classes at the edge of the network and then served 
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according to this service class inside the network. Classification is performed at the 

network ingress based on one or more fields in the packet header. Core routers that 

forward the packet examine the mark in the packet header to determine how the 

packet should be treated. 
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T T 
MF ^ . TraMic 

Classifier ar er ^ Conditioner 

Cor« Egross 
Router Router 

Ingress Core 
Router Router 
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FIG URE  2 .2 .  QoS functions in the DiffServ model. 

Figure 2.2 illustrates a scenario for QoS provisioning in the DifFServ model. Pack

ets enter the network through an ingress boundary router. Each packet passes through 

a nuiltifield (.\IF) classifier, which works with a traffic meter to determine the ne.xt 

action to be performed. The role of the traffic meter is to measure the packet's confor

mance with a traffic profile agreed upon by the network provider and the customer. 

In-profile packets, i.e.. those that fall inside the parameters of the profile, will be 

treated differently from out-of-profile packets. The DifFServ code points (DSCP) bits 

in the packet header may then be marked to indicate the service the packet should 

receive as it is forwarded through the network. The packets are conditioned (i.e.. 

shaped or dropped) before entering the network. 

.\s shown in Fig. 2.2. packets passing through the ingress router are treated based 

on their class. In DifFServ, a group of packets belonging to the same class (i.e.. 

having the same DSCP bits) is defined as Behavior .\ggregate (BA). The Per-flop 
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Behavior (PHB) defines the service the packet receives at each hop as it is forwarded 

through the tietwork. The core routers in Fig 2.2 contain a simple BA classifier that 

determines the PHB to be applied to the packet. .All packets belonging to a B.A 

are handled the same way. .Again, the PHB is an e.Kternally observable behavior 

performed on each node that is realized through internal queue management and 

scheduling techniques. In particular, it should be noted that the comple.x per-packct 

processing is only performed at the edge of the network. The net results of DifFServ 

is that a particular aggregate How is provided with a special service as it traverses 

the network. 

Two PHBs are being defined in DilFServ [lo]: E.xpedited Forwarding (EF) and 

.\ssured Forwarding (.VF). The EF PFIB was designed to support low loss, low delay, 

and low jitter connt^'tions. It appears as a point-to-point virtual leased line (V'LL) 

service i)etweeii endpoints with a peak bandwidth. To minimize jitter and delay, 

packets must spend little or no time in router queues. Therefore, the EF PHB requires 

that the traffic be conditioned to confirm to the peak rate at the boundary and that 

network resources be provisioned such that this peak rate is less than the minimum 

packet departure rate at each router in the network. In contrast, the .\F PHB defines 

four relative subclasses of service with each subclass supporting three levels of drop 

precedence. Twelve distinct DSCP bit combinations define the .-\F subclasses and the 

drop precedence within each class. When congestion occurs at a router, packets with 

a higher drop precedence will be discarded ahead of others. The four .\F subclasses 

define no specific bandwidth or delay constraints. 

DifF.Serv is certainly more scalable than the fine-grained, per-fiow approach of 

IntServ/RSV'P. .Also, it and does not require new applications or extensive router 

upgrades [1-5]. Moreover, it gives network providers some flexibility in deploying and 

operating different network infrastructures that can support different PHBs. 
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2.3 Connection-level QoS in Wireless Networks 

Compared to the early mobile telephone systems which could only support a max

imum of twelve simultaneous calls (e.g.. Bell mobile system in New York City in 

I970"s). current systems have been able to deal with a tremendous growth of demand 

for mobile phone services [.34], Behind such a breakthrough is the cellular concept 

which solves the problem of spectral congestion and system capacity [35. 36. 34]. The 

main idea behind it is to divide a service area into a group of small areas called cells, 

and using the same set of channels among multiple cells by keeping them separated 

from one another to avoid interference [34]. Figure 2.3 shows the concept of frec|uency 

reuse in a cellular system. In each cell (symbolized by a hexagon), a set of radio chan

nels is assigned. Cells designated with the same number are assigned the same radio 

chamiels. Higher systeiu capacity can be achieved by reusing the same freciuencies 

many times in a given service area. 

F IGURE 2.3. Frequency reuse in a seven-cell pattern cellular system. 

[n cellular systems, an .MT should be assigned a new channel (or connection) when 

it moves into a new cell. The process of establishing a connection with the AP in a 

new cell is referred to as handofF. To handle handofF, the cellular system is equipped 
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with system-level switching and control capabilities. Through continuous monitoring 

of signal strength or of other parameters received from individual cell sites, the cellular 

systems can sense when an MT with a connection in progress passes from one cell 

to another and can switch the connection to the new cell without interruption [35]. 

FlandofF should be processed in a fast, secure, and transparent manner, so that the 

service disruption perceived by an .\IT is minimized. Due to temporary congestion 

in a new cell, the handofF request can be possibly denied, consequently leading to 

a forced termination of the ongoing connection. This scenario is referred to as call 

dropping, .\long with call dropping, another important measure associated with 

mobility is call blocking, which refers to the blocking a new call due to the lack 

of available bandwidth in a cell. In general, minimizing the call dropping is more 

important than call blocking since the former is more disruptive. Other performance 

measures associated with mobility include the probability of call delivery, call setup 

delay, the time during which a call stays in a handofF region, etc. [37]. 

Several previous studies have been conducted on the connection-level performance 

of circuit-switched cellular systems [37. 38]. Most of these studies dealt with the issues 

of channel assignment or handoff [38]. Channel assignment refers to the mechanism 

by which the channel bandwidth is allocated among contending users. .Most channel 

assignment proposals focused on reusing channels flexibly at the expense of system 

complexity [38]. .\s discussed earlier, from the .\IT\s point of view, forced termina

tion of an ongoing connection is significantly more critical than blocking a new call 

attempt. Thus, methods for decreasing the probability of forced termination by prior

itizing handofFs at the expense of a tolerable increase in call blocking probability have 

been devised [39. 40]. The concept of "guard channels" was introduced to provide 

a means of improving the probability of successful handofF by reserving a portion of 

channels e.xclusively for handofFs [39, -10]. 

The advent of packet-switched wireless networks poses several challenging prob

lems related to mobility. The provisioning QoS in wireless networks becomes complex 
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clue to ever decreasing cell size (i.e.. pico-cells and micro-cells) implemented in recent 

wireless networks. This small size, although providing higher system capacity, in

creases the handofF rate, and thus results in rapid changes in the network traffic con

ditions and makes QoS guarantees more difficult to ensure [41]. Recently, various ap

proaches have been proposed to provide high degrees of QoS guarantees for multime

dia traffic delivered in micro-cellular, high-speed, wireless networks [25. 26. 27. 2S. 29], 

These approaches are now overviewed. 

To limit the call dropping probability in loss systems or the cell overload proba

bility in lossless systems, the authors in [28] proposed a distributed C.AC approach in 

homogeneous cellular system where each cell can support a fi.xed number of calls. In 

their proposal, the .\P takes into account the number of connections originating from 

its cell and those being handed over from adjacent cells after a certain time interval. 

The .\P accepts a new connection only when the QoS parameters of e.xisting calls as 

well as those of ihe newly admitted calls are maintained. While this distributed C.-\.C 

approach can relieve the burden of excessive call handling at the network rail proces

sor. estimating the complex pattern of call arrival and handofF in a single parameter 

remains problematic. 

The shadow cluster concept was proposed in [27] to estimate the future bandwidth 

demand and perform connection admission decisions. The authors considered a multi

service wireless network with small cells (e.g.. micro, pico). The shadow cluster is 

a set of cells around an active .\IT. or can be viewed as a set of cells an MT may-

move across in the near future. The cell in the shadow cluster must reserve a certain 

amount of bandwidth to guarantee a specified call dropping rate. The amount of 

reserved bandwidth is determined according to the speed of the MT. the call holding 

time, the distance to the MT. the amount of bandwidth used, and the .MT"s trajectory. 

Cells closer to the active MT should reserve more bandwidth since the MT is more 

likely to pass through these cells. The effectiveness of the shadow cluster is tied with 

the accuracy of determining the host mobility statistics. 
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A predictive and adaptive bandwidth reservation scheme was proposed in [25] to 

maintain the handolF dropping probability below a predefined value. The authors first 

developed an algorithm to estimate user mobility based on the history of handoffs. 

This algorithm is then used to predict MT's direction and handoff times in a cell. 

For each cell, the bandwidth to be reserved for handoffs is calculated by estimating 

the total sum of fractional bandwidths of the e.Kpected handoffs within a mobility-

estimation time window. The estimation of the window size is controlled adaptively 

for efficient use of bandwidth and effective response to time-varying traffic, mobility, 

and inaccurate mobility estimation. 

.\nother approach to supporting QoS while achieving high bandwidth utilization 

is based on adjusting the rate of a traffic source according to load conditions [26]. 

.Motivated by the fact that application-level and network-level adaptability can lead 

to bettor service finality and higher network utilization, the author in [26] proposed 

an adaptive service framework in which applications are classified into four categories 

depending on how gracefully the QoS degrades as the allocated bandwidth decreases 

(see Fig. 2.1). .As load conditions change due to wireless channel or handoff activities, 

bandwidth is allocated to a connection in a dynamic way. This framework can be 

considered a feasible option in the wireless environment as more network applications 

use a multi-level or hierarchical coding schemes. 

QoS, QoS, QoS, 

BandwidUi Bandwidth Bandwidth Bandwidth 

Non-adaplive Highly adaptive 

FIGURE 2.4. QoS-bandwidth plots for varying adaptability of applications. 

Three alternative reservation-based bandwidth sharing policies were investigated 

[42] in the conte.xt of wireless .ATM. Each policy can be used to ma.ximize the link 
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utilization and provide fair (or preferential) treatment. The analytic results, based on 

a recursion for the link occupancy distribution, were extended to the cases of equal 

sharing of the resources with retries and a dynamic sharing mechanism with weighted 

reduction for the active source rates when the available capacity is exceeded. The 

authors applied the analytic results to investigate the performance and the effects of 

the fading-mitigating switched-antcnna-divcrsity mcchanisrn and the required packet-

basis coding protection in a wireless L.-\N environment where switched diversity and 

a Reed-Solomon code are employed. 

For highly adaptive network applications that are capable of gracefully adjust

ing their performance to variable network conditions, the concept of soft QoS was 

proposed in [29]. The authors identified the high variability of traffic dynamics of 

mobile nuiltirnetlia applications as a function of time and space. Soft QoS control 

allows bandwidth renegotiation according to the varying traffic conditions, and thus 

achieves QoS-fair allocation of resources among contending applications at times of 

congestion. 

2.4 Packet-level QoS in Wireless Networks 

2.4.1 Packet Scheduling 

The appropriate selection of the packet service discipline at the switch or access 

point is one of the most important issues in providing QoS guarantees in packet-

switched networks [43]. .Along with the protocol and the error control scheme, 

packet scheduling determines how bandwidth is allocated to multiple connections 

subject to QoS constraints. There has been a significant amount of research on 

designing packet scheduling algorithms to provide QoS guarantees in the context 

of wireline networks. In the following discussion, we will overview Virtual Clock. 

Fluid Fair Queueing (FFQ), and Stop-and-Go algorithm. For other packet scheduling 

algorithms, an excellent survey is available in [43]. 
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Virtual Clock was designed to maintain the statistical multiplexing flexibility ot" 

packet switching while ensuring each data flow its reserved throughput rate [44]. This 

mechanism attempts to emulate a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) system where 

interference among different data flows is completely eliminated [11]. Each packet is 

allocated a virtual transmission time, which is the transmission time of the packet 

in a TDM system. Packet.s are transmitted in the increasing order of their virtual 

transmission times. 

FFQ (also known as Generalized Processor .Sharing (GPS)) policy is a general 

form of the head-of-line processor sharing service discipline (HOL-PS). With HOL-

PS. there is a separate FCFS cjueue for each connection sharing the same link. During 

any time interval, if there are exactly .V non-empty ciueues the server serves the .\ ' 

packets at the head of the tjueues simultaneously, each at a rate of one .Vth of the link 

speed. While a HOL-PS server serves all non-empty queues at the same rate. FFQ 

allows different connections to have different service shares. FFQ is characterized by 

.V positi\."e real numbers Oi.Oi.--- .dy. each corresponding to one queue. .\t any 

time r. the service rate for the /th non-empty queue is exactly given by 

C 
^j€S(r) 

where B { T )  is the set of non-empty cjueues at time r and C  is the link capacity. The 

FFQ algorithm can provide delay bounds by serving the non-empty queues in propor

tion to their service shares [45. 43]. FFQ is an ideal scheme in the sense it assumes 

the traffic is infinitely divisible and that the server can serve all connections with 

non-empty queues simultaneously. In practice, the server can serve only one connec

tion at a time on a packet-by-packet basis. There are many ways of approximating 

FFQ service in a packet system. Notably among them is Weighted Fair Queueing 

(WFQ), also known as Packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) [45]. In WFQ, 

when the server is ready to transmit the next packet at time r, it picks, among all 

the packets queued in the system at r, the first packet that would complete service 
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in the corresponding FFQ system if no additional packets were to arrive after time r. 

While VVFQ uses only finish times of packets in the FFQ system. Worst-case 

Fair VV^eighted Fair Queueing (WF'Q) considers start times as well as finish times of 

packets in the FFQ system to achieve a more accurate emulation. In WF'Q. when 

the next packet is chosen for service at time r. rather than selecting it from among all 

the packets at the server a.s in WFQ. the server only considers the set of packets that 

have started (and possibly finished) in the corresponding FFQ system at a time r. and 

selects the packet among them that would complete service first in the corresponding 

FFQ system. In [43], it is shown that the accumulated service provided for each 

connection by WFQ and WF'Q never falls behind the fiuid FFQ system by more 

than one packet size, at any given time r. In addition, since in the worst case both 

WFQ and WF'Q can fall behind FFQ by the same amount of service, they provide 

the same end-to-end delay bounds. 

The aforementioned scheduling schemes are all work-conserving, i.e.. the server is 

never idle when there is a packet to send. With those schemes, the traffic pattern can 

get distorted inside the network, posing some difficulty in characterizing the traffic 

pattern after the distortion [43]. One approach to deal with the above problem is to 

control the distortion at each node that operates a non-work-conserving scheduling 

scheme. The Stop-and-Go scheme, which is a non-work-conserving scheduling scheme, 

uses a framing strategy where the time axis is divided into frames (periods of some 

constant length T) [46. 47]. This scheme defines departing and arriving frames for 

each link. .\t each switch, the arriving frame at the incoming link is mapped to 

the departing frame of the output link by introducing a constant delay 0, where 

0 < 0 < T. Stop-and-CIo ensures that packets on the same frame at the source stay 

on the same frame throughout the network. If the traffic is characterized at the source 

by {r.T). i.e.. no more than rT bits are transmitted during any frame of size T, it 

satisfies the same characterization throughout the network. By maintaining traffic 

characteristics throughout the network, end-to-end delay bounds can be guaranteed 
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in a network ot" arbitrary topology as long as each local server can ensure local delay 

bounds For a traffic flow characterized by (r, T) specification. 

Packet scheduling schemes designed for wireline networks are not directly ap

plicable to the wireless environment due to: (a) the time-varying, unreliable and 

location-dependent radio channel quality, (b) the limited knowledge on the state of 

the MT's queue to the scheduler in the network [48. 49). To account for such pe

culiarities. there has been a growing research effort on designing packet scheduling 

algorithms appropriate for wireless environments. Lu et al. proposed a fair schedul

ing algorithm with adaptation to wireless networks by taking into account bursty and 

location-dependent channel errors [.50. 48]. We illustrate this algorithm through the 

e.Kample in Fig. 2.o. Each flow of the three flows is served according to its service 

rate /•,. i = 1.2.3. Since in the wireless environment some .\ITs may see error-free 

channels while others may e.xperience channel error, this scheduling algorithm tries 

to swap channels between packet Hows encountering good antl bad channel states. 

Thus, a How seeing a bad channel state defers its transmission imtil the channel state 

becomes good. This [low gets compensated from the packet flow which had been 

allocated the extra bandwidth. By bounding the amount of compensation and main

taining precedence for lagging flows, the wireless fair ([ueueing algorithm is able to 

establish guarantees on maximum delay and minimum throughput. 

Flow 1 II 
r 

Flow 2 II 
c 

Flow 3 I 
F IGUR E 2 .5 .  Wireless fair queueing. 

Several e.xtensions of the wireless fair cjueueing algorithm have been recently pro
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posed. N'g et al. [-19] proposed a new service model, named Channel-condition In

dependent Fair Queueing (CIF-Q) model, that includes four key properties that a 

wireless packet fair queueing algorithm should possess; (I) delay and throughput 

guarantees tor error-free sessions. (2) long term fairness for error sessions. (3) short 

term fairness for error-free sessions, and (-l) graceful degradation for sessions that 

have received excess service. In another v.'ork. Ra.manathan et al.[51] proposed an 

approach called the Server Based Fairness, which is based on the assumption that all 

Hows that perceive clean channel states must receive their promised service and not 

a fraction of the service as in [50. W]. and flows which have not received adequate 

service due to channel error are supplemented with additional bandwidth via special 

sessions called Long-Term Fairness Servers (LTFS). In [o2] Lu et al presented a wire

less fair service algorithm that enhances the fair c|ueueing based service scheme by 

decoupling the delay and throughput guarantees. In addition, the work was aimed 

at supporting graceful QoS adaptation, supporting real-time delay sensitive flow as 

well as non-real-lime error sensitive Hows, and implementing the wireless tair ser

vice algorithm within the framework of the simple and robust Carrier Sense .Multiple 

.Access/Collision .\voidance (CSM.A/C.A) wireless medium access protocol [21]. 

In [5;5l the authors considered the provisioning of QoS guarantees for heteroge

neous traffic in a wireless L.AN based on a cellular structure with dynamic time-

division-duple.xing (TDD) TDM.-\ system. .According to the QoS requirements, the 

traffic is categorized into real-time and non-real-time. The non-real-time traffic is 

further divided into two subclasses depending on whether the traffic is delay sensitive 

or not. The real-time traffic has priority over the non-real-time traffic. In particular, 

the protocol is based on a framing strategy for real-time traffic and a reservation 

scheme for non-real time traffic. It was shown that delay and throughput bounds can 

be guaranteed using Stop-and-Go queueing, provided that the real-time connection 

conforms to a smoothness model. 

In [54] the authors studied the issue of wireless access to ATM where CBR. VBR, 
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and ABR traffic sources coexist. They proposed a polling scheme with non-preemptive 

priority, and they derived sufficient conditions that ensure that all the CBR sources 

meet their jitter requirements and all the VBR sources satisfy their delay constraints. 

The remaining bandwidth is used by the .ABR sources. Using a M.\C protocol called 

Group Randomly .Address Polling (GRAP). the authors proposed adaptive random 

access schemes that track the optimal value of the offered load. 

In [ 55] the authors investigated the call admission region and transmission schedul

ing policies for a TD.MA system supporting heterogeneous real-time variable bit rate 

applications with diverse QoS requirements and traffic characteristics. The Qo.S pa

rameters were given in terms of a maximum tolerable packet delay and a dropping 

probability. .A packet is dropped if it experiences excess delay. The call admission 

region is established for policies that are work-conserving and that satisfy the earliest-

due-date (EDD) service criterion. 

2.4.2 MAC Protocols 

The .M.AC protocol defines the way the wireless medium is sharexl among multiple 

mobile terminals. In traditional .\I.AC protocols that are designed for voice or packet 

data services, a fair and efficient distribution of bandwidth is a primary design con

sideration. .\Iany .\LAC protocols have been proposed and analyzed in the literature 

(see, for example. [56. 57. 58. I] and the references therein). We will discuss the .\I.AC 

protocols used in cellular voice communications, including frequency division multiple 

access (FDM.A). time division multiple access (TDM.A). and code division multiple 

access (CD.M.A). 

In FD.M.A. signals from various users are assigned different frequencies as shown 

in Fig. 2.6. Guard bands are maintained between adjacent signal spectra to minimize 

crosstalk between channels. The advantage of FDMA is that capacity increases can 

be obtained by reducing the information bit rate and using efficient digital codes. Its 
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disadvantages include limited improvements in capacity, high cost due to narrowband 

filter non-realizable in very large-scale integrated (VLSI) digital circuits, and limited 

flexibility in bit-rate capability [36|. 

Time 
FDMA 

Time 
TDMA 

Time 
COMA 

user 6 

user 5 

user 4 

user 3 

user 2 

user 1 I [__| 

1  2 3 4  Frequency Frequency Frequency 

FIGURE 2 .6 .  Comparison of MAC protocols. 

The TDM.-V system assigns each user time intervals called slots (see Fig. 2.6). .\ 

frame consists of several slots. Each slot is made up of a preamble plus information 

bits addressed to various stations. The preamble contains identification and inci

dental information, and it allows synchronization of the slot at the intended receiver. 

Guard times are used between different users transmission slots to minimize crosstalk. 

TD.M.\ permits flexible bit rate, higher utilization of bandwidth, and lower cost. Its 

disadvantages are shorter battery life and a substantial amount of signal processing 

for filtering and synchronization. 

In CDM.\. a narrowband signal is spread by a wide bandwidth pseudo-noise (P.N ) 

code [36]. .-V different code is assigned to each signal, and at the receiving end the 

signals are extracted out of the background noise by a receiver that cross-correlates 

the received signal with a copy of the original PN .sec[uence. All other noise or signals 

with codes that do not match the receiver are filtered out. CDM.A's ability to lock 

out conflicting signals may allow it to share a system with other radio signals without 

interference. CDMA can handle up to 10-20 times the number of callers of an analog 

cellular system. With more users on the network, costs can be distributed on a larger 

subscriber base, resulting in overall lower line costs. CDM.A. also offers fewer cell sites, 

better multipath resistance, superior voice quality, position location, and increased 
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In contrast to the aforementioned MAC protocols in which efficient and ec|uitable 

share of the wireless medium is of prime importance, the MAC protocol for multi

service wireless network rec[uire enhanced functionalities for QoS support. Such QoS-

aware M.A.C protocols must be capable of supporting an integrated mix of multimedia 

traffic and of scheduling packets based on the QoS specifications while achieving high 

utilization of the wireless bandwidth. Several MAC protocols have been proposed for 

multi-service wireless network [o9. 60]. Most of these use demand-based bandwidth 

assigiuuent with some form of contention and reservation processes. 

Karol et al. proposed the Distributed Queueing Reciuest Update Multiple .Access 

(DQRC.M.A) protocol to supi)ort an integrated mi.x of nuiltimedia traffic in wireless 

.VT.\I [08].  The protocol considers a time-slotted system witli no frame reference where 

the request access (R.\) and packet transmission (Xmt) chaimels are formed on a slot-

by-slot basis (see Fig. 2.7). The uplink is divided into a series of slots which consist of 

a channel for requesting access (R.\ channels) and a channel for packet transmission 

(Xmt channel). The .AP can convert a .Kmt channel into multiple R.A channels if 

needed. Similarly, the downlink consists of a series of slots for acknowledgment of 

access rec[uests. each followed by a channel for packet transmission. Whenever the 

.-\P receives a successful rec[uest from an .MT. it immediately sends the corresponding 

.\CK in the appropriate downlink slot. In this protocol, the MT is in one of the fol

lowing states: "empty", "request", and "wait to transmit." When a mobile registers 

with an .\P. it is assigned a local ID. called a "b-bit access ID." Upon the arrival of a 

packet at the empty buffer, the mobile sends an Xmt_Req to the .\P using the uplink 

request channel and changes its state to "request." When receiving the XmtJleq mes

sage from an MT. the .\P updates the corresponding entry in a request table (RT). 

which has an entry for each mobile in the cell, and sends an ACK to the MT. Each 

entry in the RT contains the b-bit access ID and information about whether the MT 

has more packets to transmit. Upon receiving the positive ACK, the MT switches to 
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FIGURE "2.7. Timing diagram of DQRL 'MA.  

the "wait-to-transrnit" state and keeps listening to the downlink Xmt_Perm channel, 

waiting for permission to transmit from the A P. When the AP decides to allow trans

mission by a particular .VIT from the RT. it sends a transmit permission (Xmt_Perm) 

through the downlink .\mt_Perm channel. The corresponding MT. after detecting its 

own b-hit ID. transmits a packet in the ne.\t slot and switches to either the "empty 

state or the "wait-to-transmit" state. Each time an .\IT transmits an .A.T\t packet, it 

includes a piggybacked message in case it has more packets to transmit. In this way. 

the .\[T can avoid repeating reservation process while its buffer is not empty. 

In [I. 7] a fairly general .\I.\C framework for wireless .ATM services was proposed 

using the multi-service dynamic reservation (MDR) TDMA channel format. .As shown 

in Fig. 2.8. each frame is divided into uplink and downlink by time-division-duple.xing 

(TDD). The downlink transmission is a single burst containing modem preamble, 

frame headers, control, and data. Uplink consists of a contention access (slotted 

ALOH.A) control subframe and data slots allocated for ABR/UBR, VBR, and CBR 
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services. Contention slots are dedicated to serve newly activated terminals. Each 

active terminal needs to contend for contention slots to establish a connection. .After 

transmitting a packet on a contention slot successfully, the data slots can be assigned 

to the terminal in subsec[uent frames. While a maximum number of slots assigned 

for voice traffic in a frame is limited. V'BR and packet data messages are dynamically 

assigned one or more slots in the TD.\i.\ interval following the last allocated voicc 

slot in a frame. The basic channel access scheme follows a combination of circuit 

mode reservation of slots over multiple TD.M.A frames for C'BR voice calls, along 

with dynamic assignment of the remaining capacity for V'BR or packet data traffic. 

For VBR tralfic, allocation is based on a suitable statistical nuiltiplexing algorithm in 

which the available capacity is prorated among demands based on the usage parameter 

control (('PC) values declared during the call setup phase. 

.n . MT-AP access ___ 
AP-MTdata controKS-alohftP^ 

modam 
preamble 

frame 
header 

AP-MT 
control 

AP-«4r 
ack 

Downlink V Uplink 

4 \ / t \  
wirelats ATM payload CRC 
headar haadar 

(comprasaad) 

tnodam CRC 
praambla ^ 

modam wiralau ATM payload CRC 
praambla haadar haadar 

(compraasad) 

FIGURE 2.8. Frame structure of multi-service dynamic reservation TD.M.A proto

col [1], 

Bianchi et al. in [-56] proposed a Centralized Packet Reservation .Multiple .Ac

cess (C-PRM.A) protocol, which adopts a hybrid random access and polling scheme. 

Random access techniques are used by the mobile stations to reserve for a message 

transmission, while the information packets are transmitted by using a polling scheme 

managed by the .A P. The polling sequence of the reserved mobile station is generated 

by a scheduling algorithm that maximizes the performance taking advantage of the 

different loss and delay traffic requirements of different kinds of traffic. 
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In the C-PRMA protocol, two separate time-slotted channels are used for com

munication. The uplink channel conveys the information from the MT to the AP. 

while the downlink channel is used to communicate in the opposite direction (see 

Fig. 2.9). There is no multiple access problem in the downlink since the downlink 

is exclusively used by the .A.P. In contrast, transmissions from different MTs in the 

uplink channcl must be coordinated. For this purpose, the .\.P transmits slot-by-slot 

commands, which allow to manage a hybrid random access-polling scheme among 

the .\lTs. Random access is used for reservation only, while the polling mechanism 

provides the transmission coordination among the .\[Ts. .Available slots in the up

link channel are dedicated to transmission of the reservation requests. reservation 

request must be transmitted by an .VIT at any transition from silent to active state. 

The reservation request can be structured as a minipacket. .-\fter each available slot 

in the uplink channel, a slot in the downlink channel is dedicated to acknowledge the 

reservation request. In such a slot, the .\P transmits the identifier of all the .\ITs 

that have succe^ssfully reserved. 

In the uplink channel, data packets are transmitted on the reserved slots assigned 

by the .AP using the polling command. The polled .\[T responds with a data packet 

transmission in the same time slot. The polling command issued by the .-\.P for each 

reserved slot identifies the .MT which is permitted to transmit. The commands toward 

the same destination are issued alternatively as sequenced commands "0" (SCO) and 

"L" (SCT). This mechanism allows to verify that the exchange of commands and 

data packets between the .AP and each .MT is correct. The header in the data packet 

transmitted by the polled MT contains the .MT identifier to check the correctness of 

the procedure, a CRC field, and a .More Indicator (.MI) to signal the .AP the need to 

keep on (MI = I) or to stop (.MI = 0) polling the MT. 

The main features of C-PRM.A are the capability to integrate several classes of 

services, and to allow a prompt retransmission of corrupted packets to enhance the 

QoS in harsh propagation environment. The polling secjuence of the reserved mobile 
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FI GURE  2 .9 .  Data and signaling channels in C-PR.M.A. 

stations is generated by a scheduling algorithm whicli ma.ximizes the performance 

taking advantage of the different loss, delay and traffic requirements of different kinds 

of traffic. The resulting dynamic channel assignment has proved to be very effective 

in increasing the .system capacity in cell environments with and witliout interference 

noise [56]. 

Wideband CDMA (VVCDMA) has been chosen as the radio access technology for 

t\[T-2000. which is the standard being developed for next-generation global mobile 

communication systems [57. 61]. .According to VVCDMA. the physical layer can si

multaneously transmit data from multiple connections in a single MT. Data streams 

are multiplexed at the physical layer. The different service requirements, specified 

in terms of BER,s. can be satisfied at the physical layer by applying different types 

of coding techniques for different services. Furthermore, the .MT can transmit at 

different rates out of a discrete set of possible bit rates. The MT is assigned a set 

of dedicated bidirectional channels (DCH) containing the associated control channel 
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on which power control bits and rate information bits are transmitted. Power con

trol bits are used to mitigate the effects of fast fading, whereas the rate information 

bits advise the actual rate of the dedicated channel. In the uplink, the DCH rate is 

modified through changing the spreading factor. 

Packet data services are provided through two methods: .\LOH.A.-based transmis

sion on a random access channel (R.\.CH) and a DCH request on R.\C'H [62]. Short 

packets can be immediately transmitted on RAC'H using .\LOH.'\.. The R.\CH is a 

coumion channel to all .\lT"s in a cell and it is also used for issuing transmission 

requests. For larger packets, the MT requests a DCH on the R.ACH by indicating 

the type of service and the packet length. .-Vfter evaluating the available resources, 

the network will answer the requests providing a set of possible transmission formats 

(TFs). The network controls the transmission rate of each connection depending on 

the network load. Once the transmission is completed, the MT will maintain the link 

for a certain time. If a new packet is generated during that time, the .\IT can start 

transmitting immediately with the prescribed TF. However, if the generated packet 

i.s vary large, the MT will first have to issue a request on the DCH (piggybacked 

request) asking for permission to transmit. Eventually, if no more packets arrive 

during the channel-holding time, the link should be released. However. TFs will be 

kept for a certain period to facilitate future transmissions. Similar to the packet data 

service, real-time services also follow the same procedure of requesting channels on 

the R.ACH. obtaining TFs from the network, and transmitting immediately using any 

TF out of its TF set. However, any TF can be used in real-time services, whereas 

the network assigns a specific TF for packet data services. 

The VVCDMA protocol handles a complicated and a very flexible physical layer 

with many transmission options. Control is performed through a demand assignment 

protocol (except for short packets) that relies on a complex resource management 

procedure performed in the network. In fact, the stability of the protocol depends 

on higher layer-functionalities such as call admission control (CAC) and congestion 
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control (CC). When the network is heavily loaded and the ongoing connections thus 

suffer from excessive interference, the CAC will regulate the admission of a new call 

and the CC will order the MAC to decrease the transmission rates (lower profile TFs). 

However, these high-layer functionalities are not completely defined yet [60]. 

2.4.3 Error Control 

In ["2] it was demonstrated that ratc-compatible punctured convolution (RCPC) cod

ing can potentially support a broad range of QoS requirements for multimedia services 

on .ATM-based wireless systems. The rate-compatibility restriction is imposed on the 

encoder to insure that a single encoder/decoder is used to provide uneciual protection 

(I'EP) for different parts of a data unit, thereby supporting a wide range of QoS 

levels [6.'5]. Figure "2.10 shows the block diagram of the RCPC coding system [2]. 

Different levels of error [)rotection are applied to the header, trailer, and information 

payload. Typically, the critical information contained in the header and trailer should 

be protected more securely. In the RCPC system, the code rates were obtained to 

meet the target BER of information payload. .An important issue that was not ad

dressed in that study is the design of a rate control mechanism for the RCPC encoder, 

which should be based on source significant information and the state of the channel. 
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FIGUR E 2.10. Block diagram of RCPC coding systems [2] 

Cain and McGregor proposed an error control architecture for wireless .ATM [3]. 
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As shown in Fig. 2.11. the main constituents of this architecture includes channel 

interleaving. .ATM interleaving, FEC, and data link ARQ. Channel interleaving ran

domizes channel burst errors, thereby minimizing the degradation in performance. 

In contrast. .-\T.\I interleaving randomizes the FEC burst errors and minimizes the 

.-VTM HEC degradation. FEC is used to reduce the channel error rate and to achieve 

the required signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. Data link ARQ provides reliable delivery for 

data, thereby eliminating the performance degrading effects of poor-quality links on 

the upper-layer protocols such as TCP. In particular, a concatenated coding scheme 

that uses an outer Reed-Solomon (RS) code and an iimer convolutional code was 

proposed as an essential part of the error control architecture [61]. 
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FlGUllE 2.11. E.Kample of error control architecture for nuilti-service wireless net

work [3|. 

In [24]. Liu and Zarki proposed a hybrid .\RQ error control scheme that is based 

on the concatenation of a RS code and RCPC code for low-bit-rate video transmission 

over wireless channels. The proposed error control scheme, called concatenated hybrid 

.\RQ (CH-.-VRQ), uses three class of codes: an (.V. A") CRC code for error detection, a 

R C P C  c o d e  f o r  e r r o r  c o r r e c t i o n ,  a n d  a  h a l f - r a t e  i n v e r t i b l e  s h o r t e n e d  R S  c o d e  ( 2 k .  k . t )  

for both error detection and correction. For an invertible code, the information block 

and parity block have the same length, and the information block can be obtained 

uniquely from the parity block by a simple inversion algorithm. 
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Chapter 3 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 

3.1 Framework 

In order to analyze the packet-level performance of a wireless link, we consider the 

framework shown in Figure 3.1. In this framework, traffic streams from one or more 

connections are fed into a tinite:'-size FIFO buffer. A constant service rate c (in 

packets/second) is assigned to the wireless connection. i)ut the actual drain rate 

observexl at the buffer is reducexl due to retransmissions and FEC overhead. The way 

of estiinatiiig the actual service rate will be discussed in the following section. In 

our study, we consider a particular hybrid .-VRQ/FEC approach in which the cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC) code is applied first to a packet, followed by FEC. We 

assume that the CRC code can alone detect almost all bit errors in a packet. In 

contrast, only a subset of the errors can be corrected by FEC. In addition, we impose 

a limit on the number of packet transmissions. Imposing such a limit can be used to 

provide delay guarantees for real-time traffic. Once a packet hits the limit, it will be 

discarded. We define the packet discard rate (PDR) as the ratio of packets reaching 

the limit over the total number of transmitted packets (e.xcluding lost packets due to 

buffer overflow). For simplicity, we ignore the overhead of the medium access control 

(M.AC) layer. 

The above model has three control parameters: the service rate (or assigned band

width). the FEC code rate, and the limit on the number of transmissions. These 

parameters can be adjusted during connection setup to satisfy certain QoS reciuire-

ments. From the network point of view, the selection of these parameters is very 

crucial and requires thorough understanding of their impact on the packet-level per-
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F I G U R E  3 . 1 .  Framework for analyzing the performance over a wireless link. 

formance. The main theme of this study is to investigate the packet-level performance 

of a wireless link as a function of the assignexl bandwidth, the limit on transmissions, 

and error control schemes. 

3.2 Qiieueing Model 

In this section, we describe the queueing model that is used to analyze the packet-

level performance for a single traffic source transported over a wireless link. Th(> 

source is characterized by an on-ofF fluid process with peak rate r. Its on and off 

periods are exponentially distributed with means I/a and L/.i. respectively. The 

wireless channel is modeled using a fluid version of Gilbert-Elliott (GE) model which 

is often used to investigate the performance over wireless links [6.5]. .\s explained in 

Figure 3.2. the GE model is Markovian with two alternating states: 6'OOF/and Bad 

The bit error rates (BER) during the Good and Bad states are given by and 

P~b. respectively, where <C Peb- The durations of the Good and Bad states are 

exponentially distributed with means 1/6 and I /7.  respectively. 

The FEC capability in the underlying hybrid ARQ/FEC mechanism is charac

terized by three parameters: the number of bits in a code block [n), the number of 

payload bits (h), and the maximum number of correctable bits in a code block (r). 
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F I G U R E  3 . 2 .  Wireless channel model and corresponding service rate model. 

.\ote that n consists of the k payloacl bits and the e.xtra parity bits. The FEC code 

rate f (r) is defined as 

.\ssumiiig that a FEC code can correct up to r bits and that bit errors during a 

given channel state are independent, the probability that a packet contains a non-

correctable error is given by: 

where pi, is the bit error probability; pij € {Peg- P^b}- To account for the FEC overhead, 

we obtain the actual service rate observed at the output of the buffer: 

where c is the bandwidth assigned to the connection. 

The exact behavior of .ARQ and FEC in the underlying ciueueing model is diffi

cult to analyze. To obtain analytically tractable results, we assume that the packet 

departure process follows a fluid process with a service rate that is modulated by the 

channel state (see Fig. 3.2). This approximation implies that there are two determin

istic service rates: Cg during Good states and Cb during Bad states. We assume that 

(3.1) 

C e  =  c  •  e ( r )  (3.2) 
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the feedback delay for sending an acknowledgment from a given receiver to the sender 

is smaller than the minimum time between two successive transmissions to that re

ceiver. This assumption is reasonable in a TDMA environment, where the channel 

capacity is being shared by several connections (destinations. MTs). Each connec

tion is assigned one or more slots within a TDMA frame. Slot assignment reflects 

the constant service rate that is allocated to a connection'. .V packct is successively 

retransmitted until it is correctly received at the destination or until the limit on 

the nuinber of retransmissions is reached. In this scenario, the total time needed 

to successfully deliver a packet conditioned on the channel state follows a truncated 

geometric distribution. Let .\\r denote the number of retransmissions (including the 

first transmission) until a packet is successfully received or is discarded because it 

reached the limit on retransmissions. For a given packet error probability and a 

limit on transmissions .V/, the expected value of .\tr is given by: 

Thus. Cj and c/, correspond to the mean transmission rates of the truncated geometric 

trial with parameters (F^.,j..V;) and respectively, where and P^.t, are 

the packet error probabilities in Good and Bad states, respectively, given by (3.1). 

Formally. 

(3.3) 

c, 
c - e ( r ) - ( L  -  P , _ ^ )  

(3.4) 

where = Pc{Pe,g.T) and P.-.i) = PciPe.b-' ' '). 

'The discipline of guaranteeing the constant service rate to a connection can be implemented by 
the periodic assignment of slots in a TDMA frame. 



Chapter 4 

PACKET LOSS PERFORMANCE 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we investigate tlie packet loss performance due to buffer overflow at 

the transmitter side of a wireless link. We consider two scenarios (Figure 4.1). In 

the first scenario, a single stream is transported over the wireless link. This stream 

represents, for example, the traffic from a mobile terminal (.MT) to an access point 

(.AP) in a cellular system. In Figure 4.1. the terrestrial link between the .\IT and an 

.-VP is used to transport the traffic stream of C onnection .\. In the second scenario, 

several streams are multiple.xedonto the same wireless link, which can be. for example, 

an intermediate satellite or microwave link. For both scenarios, we assume that the 

transmitter side of the wireless link maintains a finite'-capacity packet buffer, which 

may occasionally overflow. 

F I G U R E  4.1. Two scenarios for transporting traffic over a wireless link. 

Packet losses are aggravated by the .ARQ retransmission process, leading to a 

MoOie 
TermmaJ 
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reduction in the effective service rate. Therefore, e.xtra bandwidth must be assigned 

in order to compensate for the reduced service rate. This extra bandwidth can be 

assigned IDV increasing the service rate and/or the FEC rate. Increasing the service 

rate reduces the PLR although the c[uality of the wireless channel stays unchanged. 

In contrast, increasing the effectiveness of FEC improves the quality of the wireless 

channel at the e.xpense of extra bandwidth, which may in turn reduce the effective 

service rate. Thus, the FEC code rate ha.s a subtle effect on the PLR. In general, 

adaptive coding yields the effect on the PLR. In general, adaptive coding yields the 

optimal throughput for a channel with variable error statistics [66]. 

In this study, we address the problem of finding an optimal bandwidth and FEC 

code rate for a guaranteed PLR. We refer to this bandwidth as the tcireles^: tjjcctivf: 

bandwidth, which is similar in concept to the effective bandwidth in wireline .\T.\I 

networks. To compute the wireless effective bandwidth, we first evaluate the packet 

loss performance at the transmitter, taking into account the channel behavior and the 

underlying error control schemes (.-\RQ and/or FEC). For this purpose, we model each 

traffic source by an on-off fluid process, and we use a fluid version of Gilbert-Elliott 

model to capture the behavior of the wireless channel. Tsing fluid-flow analysis, 

we compute the PLR due to buffer overflow for a single and multiple.xed streams. 

In the single-stream case, we provide a closed-form approximation of the wireless 

effective bandwidth. Our results are used to study the impact of FEC on the effective 

bandwidth for a guaranteed PLR. Extensive simulations are conducted to verify the 

goodness of our analytical results. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in 

Section 4.2. The packet loss performance for a single stream is studied in Section 4..'3. 

The corresponding wireless effective bandwidth is analyzed in Section 4.4. The PLR 

for multiple.xed streams is studied in Section 4.5. .N^umerical results and simulations 

are reported in Section 4.6. 
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4.2 Related Work 

In this dissertation, we propose the novel concept of wireless effective bandwidth by 

using fluid queueing analysis in which packets are treated as a stream of fluid. The 

analysis, heavily used in analysis of the .\TM multiplexer, facilitates modeling compli

cated interactions among the components of communication networks at the expense 

of acceptable level of approximation. We adapt the analytic models established in the 

context of the .\TM network into the wireless environment. We review first the litera

tures that deal with the notion of effective bandwidth in analysis of .\TM multiplexer. 

.-Vnd some initial works related to adaptation of the notion to wireless networks will 

be discussed. 

In wireline packet networks, there has been a significant research efforts to investi

gate the bandwidth under the area of effective bandwidth. CIutTin et al. proposed an 

approximate expression for the effective bandwidth of both individual and multiple.xed 

connections, arguing that this approximation is necessary for real-tiriie network traffic 

control [67]. The effective bandwidth was computed from the combination of two dif

ferent approaches: a fluid-flow model and an approximation of the stationary bit rate 

distribution. These two approaches are complementary, capturing different aspects 

of the behavior of multiple.xed connections, while relieving numerical complexity. For 

large buffers, the buffer overflow probability 6'(.r) is to be of the form: 

G ( x )  ~  

To obtain the effective bandwidth c in a closed expression for a target G'(.r). the 

authors appro.ximated 3 into 1. However, this approximation is acceptable only the 

case when either the number of connections is small or the actual total effective 

bandwidth is reasonably close to overall mean rate. It furthermore overestimates the 

effective bandwidth and leads to ignoring the effect of statistical multiple.xing. In 

particular. 3 is significantly deviated from I with longer burst periods and relatively 

lower utilization. To compensate this drawback, stationary approximation was used 
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when a number of connections with relatively long burst periods are multiplexed. 

Their approaches were aimed at developing a simple and yet reasonably accurate 

metric to compare load levels on network links, rather than trying to apply exact but 

intractable models. 

Elwalid and Mitra studied the effective bandwidth for general Markovian traffic 

sources [6S]. It was shown that the effective bandwidth is the maximal real eigenvalue 

of a matrix, directly obtained from the source characteristics, network resources, and 

service requirements, with dimension equal to the number of source states. In addi

tion. the effective bandwidth for multiple sources was shown to be simply additive. 

.Numerical results showed that the admission set for heterogeneous classes of sources 

is closely approximated and conservatively bounded by the set obtained from the 

effective bandwidth approximation. 

Elwalid et al. proposed an approximation for the cell loss rate (CLR) at an 

.\T.\I multiplexer using a hybrid Chcrnoff-Dominant Eigenvalue (CDE) approach [6!)]. 

They proved fundamental upper and lower bounds on loss probabilities in buffered 

multiplexing systems with time-reversible .Markovian sources, which provably rellect 

true behavior for the full range of buffer sizes. They proposed an approximation, 

called Chernoff-dominant eigenv'alue method, for all .Markovian traffic sources which 

i s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  u p p e r  b o u n d .  I n  t h e i r  a n a l y s i s ,  t h e  C L R  f o r  t h e  b u f f e r  s i z e  B .  G { B )  

is estimated by 

G { B )  ~  

where L  is estimated from ChernofF's theorem and r corresponds to the multiplexing 

system's dominant eigenvalue. They applied the analytic approximation to statistical 

models of video conferencing traffic and obtained the capacity of the multiplexing 

system as determined by the number of admissible sources for given CLR. buffer size, 

and trunk bandwidth. 

The research on effective bandwidth has generally been addressed in the context 
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of high-speed (wired) ATM networks. Mohammadi et al. extended the concept of 

effective bandwidth to wireless ATM networks [70]. In their study, the total CLR 

was calculated by taking into account the cell loss due to a non-ideal channel as well 

as buffer overflow. However, the target CLR can be guaranteed by controlling the 

CLR due to buffer overflow only. Furthermore, the impact of error control was not 

considered. 

Bandwidth allocation and FEC code optimization in wireless .ATM networks were 

discussed in [71] using a simplified framework that did not involve traffic models 

and queuing analysis (traffic sources were characterized by their mean rates). They 

studied two optimization problems: (I) for a given allocated capacity for a given 

connection, how to maximize the channel's throughput, and (2) for a given traffic 

stream, characterized by its mean rate, how to minimize the required bandwidth. 

The results showed that, for a given size of transmitted block and a given signal-

to-noise ratio (S.\R). there is an optimum FEC redundancy level that maximizes 

the channel throughput. Consequently, preferences should be given to systems with 

adaptive code rate due to the time-varying nature of the wireless channel. 

Chaskar et al. [72] studied the performance of TCP over a wireless link. Their 

analysis was usexl to investigate the "efFective link capacity." defined a.s the maximum 

arrival rate of TCP packets for which buffer overflow is less than ^^'bd 

the bandwidth-delay product. It is based on [73] where it was shown that if TCP 

sees a probability of end-to-end loss above the threshold then its throughput 

will deteriorate significantly. In [74] the authors presented a framework for providing 

QoS guarantees over a Rayleigh faded wireless downlink assuming FEC-based link 

shaping. 

Evans and Everitt [75] developed product form traffic model for single- and multiple-

cell CD.\LA networks with multiple classes of mobile connections. They specified a 

flexible call admission control procedure that details the allowable number of con

nections of each class in order to meet an acceptable QoS. EfFective bandwidth from 
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analysis of statistical multiplexing at the ATM network were used to give perfor

mance guarantees that overcome the variability in interference levels characteristic of 

CDMA cellular networks. The result was an admissible region bounded by a finite 

number of hyperplanes and a simple and efficient call admission policy. The CDMA 

network operating within the admissible region has a very similar form to a circuit-

switched network. This similarity allows the existing traffic modeling techniques and 

network management strategies for general loss networks to be applied to CDM.A 

mobile cellular networks. 

4.3 Packet Loss Performance for a Single Stream 

la this section, we analyze the packet loss performance for a single traffic stream 

transported over a wireU'ss link. Considering the analytic framework discussed in 

Chapter 3. we can see that the problem of determining the wireless effective bandwidth 

reduces to obtaining a service rate c that satisfies a required PLR. The underlying 

queueing system is controlled (modulated) by a four-state Markov chain with state 

space 

where 0 and I denote the on and off states of the traffic source, respectively, and (j 

and b denote Good and Bad channel states, respectively. Figure 4.2 depicts the state 

transition diagram of the Markov chain. 

Following a standard fluid approach (see [76], for example), the evolution of the 

buffer content can be described by the following differential equation: 

^5^D = n(x)M (4.1) 
d.r 
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F I G U R E  4 . 2 .  State transition diagram. 

where 

/\  , -
D = diag[-c-j. -c-6. ;• -  c.j, r - Cij. 

r[s(.r) = Pr{butfer content < .r.and the system .s 6 

r[(.r) = [no ,3(.r) no.6(.r) ni,j(.r) ni,6(.r)] . 

and M is the generator matrix of the underlying Markov chain: 

M = 

+ d 3 0 

7 "('^ + 7) 0 
ft 0 — (a + (S) 6 
0 ft 7 -(a+ 7) 

Throughout the dissertation, matrices and vectors are boldfaced. 

The solution of (4.1) corresponds to the solution of the eigenvalue/eigenvector 

problem: 

r<pD = oM (4.2) 

which is generally given by 

n(.f) = Q, exp(r,J)(?),• 

<0 

where cii's are constant coefficients and the pairs (r,, o,),/ = 1.2. are the eigen

values and the right eigenvectors of the matrix MD~^ [76. 77]. Let w denote the 
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stationary probability vector of the Markov chain: w satisfies wM = 0 and wl = I, 

where 1 is a column vector of ones. Then w is given by: 

w = 
{ a  +  d ) { 6  +  - f )  

[a-' a6 3~f 36\ .  

The mean drift is given by: 

wDl 
d _ c.j-f + Cbd 

a + i + 7 

For a stable system. wDl < 0. In this study, we consider a stable system with an 

infinite bulfer. 

In order to solve (4.2). we follow the approach used in [77]. The four-state Markov 

proce'ss is decomposed into two processes: one describes the on-otf source and the other 

describes the state of the channel. These two processes are parameterized by the two 

generator matrices Mi and M). where 

"  - 6  d  
Ml = 

-J J 

a —a 
and M > = (4.;}) 

with 

M = Ml I + I M-. 4.4) 

and A i: B is the Kronecker product of two nuitrices A and B. For the drift matrix 

D. we have 

D = rEp 3 I - 10 Ec (4.5) 

where Er and E^ are given by 

E.= 0 0 
0 L 

and E^- = 
cj 0 

0 Cb 
(4.6) 

Consider the following decomposition for the eigenvector of MD - I .  

(p — <^1 O 02 (4.7) 
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where c/J1 and cP2 are two di1nensional vectors. 

On substituting the expressions for D , M , and cP from (4.5), (4.4), (4.7) into (4.2), 

we end up with 

Hence, for ( 4.2) and ( 4. 7) to be valid, it is sufficient that there exists some real number 

v such that both sides of the above equation equal zvcjJ1 ® c/J2 : 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

which implies that 

0 ( 4.10) 

where det[A] is the determinant of A . The first equation in ( 4.10) reduces to the 

quadratic polynomial 

(zv )2
- (zr + a + f3)zv + f3zr = 0. 

Thus, 

zr + a + f3 V'QM 
zv= ±---

2 2 
(4.11) 

where 

Q1(z) = (zr + a - (3) 2 + 4af3 . 

For the second equation in ( 4.10), we have 
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Thus, 

z(c9 + cb)- 8 - 1 ~ 
zv= ± ---

2 2 
(4.12) 

where 

Equating ( 4.11) and ( 4.12) leads to the following four equations that provide four 

distinct eigenvalues: 

z(r - c9 - cb) +a + (3 + 8 + 1 + VQM + ~ 0 

z(r - c9 - cb) + a+ (3 + 8 + 1 + VQM -~ 0 

z(r - c9 - cb) + a + (3 + 8 + 1 - VQM + ~ 0 

z(r - c9 -q)+a+f3+8 + ! - VQM-~ 0. 

From the above set of equations, we can establish the following equation to elim

inate the square roots: 

Rearranging ( 4.13), we obtain a polynomial equation of order three, whose solutions 

correspond to the three nonzero eigenvalues (see Appendix A for details) . 

After obtaining the eigenvalues, the corresponding values for v can be obtained 

using (4.11) and (4.12) . Once z and v are determined, the corresponding eigenvectors 

can be obtained from ( 4.8) and ( 4.9): 

Thus, 

[ a - zv + (3 ] 

[! zv-zc9 + 8]. 

¢1 0 ¢;2 

[ 

T 
a! 

a(zv - zc9 + 8) 
( - zv + f3)! 

( - zv + f3)(zv - zc9 + 8J 

( 4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 
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where [A]^ is the transpose ot" the matrix A. Finally, the stationary buffer content 

distribution n(.r) is given by 

n(.r) = a,iW + a, exp(c,.r)o, 
--,<0 

where a,i is the coefficient associated with the zero eigenvalue. For a stable system, 

the coefhcients a, associated with positive eigenvalues are set to zero. 

For an infinite buffer system, we have the following boundary conditions [77]; 

113(0) = 0. for r. < 0. with r > c,j. r > ci, 

a,i = 1. (since ri(oc) = w). 

If r  > C j .  we have two negative eigenvalues, z i  and cj. In this case, the coefficients 

are given by 

« ,  Oij( ~i ) Ol£,( ~j) 
-I 

" "'la 
Cl-y <3I6(-I) <?16(-J) "-'16 

wliere ^^(r) is the eigenvector element of state .s by (4.16). 

If r < Cj. there is only one negative eigenvalue Zy. The coefficient ui is simply 

given by: 

cii = -wib/0ib{:i). 

.After obtaining the eigenvalues, the eigenvectors, and the coefficients, we can 

construct the stationary buffer content distribution n(.r). Consequently, the PLR 

due to buffer overflow G{.r) is given by: 

G ( x )  = 1 — in(x). 

In Section 4.6. we provide some numerical results related to the PLR. In addition, we 

compare the above analytic result with simulation results to test the accuracy of our 

analysis. 
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4.4 Wireless Effective Bandwidth 

The expression for the PLR that was obtained in the previous section can. in principle, 

be used to compute the effective bandwidth. However, this requires e.xpressing the 

service rate c as a function of other variables (PLR, buffer size, channel BERs, the 

number of correctable bits. etc.). In general, it  is not possible to obtain an exact 

closed-form expression for the effective bandwidth, which would be useful in real

time traffic control Even for a single source (i.e.. no multiplexing), the closed-form 

solution is not available without approximation [7S. 67]. 

In this section, we derive an approximate expression for the effective bandwidth 

following the approach used in [68]. In [68] the authors consider the service rate c to 

be a variable parameter and the eigenvalues to be functions of c. i.e.. r = /(c). Since 

the problem is to obtain c for a given r, c can be expressed as the inverse function, 

i.e.. c = /"'(r) = The key point in the analysis is that this inversion problem 

reduces to another eigenvalue problem (see [G8] for details). 

Consider (4.2). In this case, the drift matrix D can be written as 

D = rBr — ce(r)B^. 

where 

" 0 0 0 0 • 
" 'h 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 B = 0 m 0 0 

0 0 I 0 0 0 'hj 0 

0 0 0 I 0 0 0 Ub 

= \. — Pc{Pe,j.T). and //6 = 1 — P^.(Pe(,.r). Substituting D into (4.2), we obtain the 

following relation; 

ro(rBr — ce(r)Bc) = ©M. 

'In this study, we use the term "effective bandwidth' in a general sense to refer to the minimum 
service capacity that is needed to achieve a given PLR. We use the term "effective bandwidth 
appro.Kimation" to refer to the more specific definition of Eiwalid et al. [68]. 
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Let c  =  g { : ) .  Then. 

r/'oB,. — c</(r)e(r)c)B ,̂ = oM. 

Rearranging the previous equation, we obtain 

</(r)t(r)o = o —M + RB, B/. (-1.17) 

.\ 'ote that the problem of obtaining </(;) translates into another eigenvalue problem. 

.According to [68]. the effective bandwidth is approximated by the maximal eigenvalue 

ij(:) satisfying (-1.17). 

From (-L17) and after some tedious algebraic manipulations, we obtain the follow

ing four eigenvalues: 

C"i =  ( ' l u  +  ' l h ) r  -  ( { a  +  3  + -l-j ) i l , j  +[ a + .i + 26 )//6 )<^ 

C' i  =  \ / { r  -  (a  -  -f  

r, = r/,-((r-(a + 6)a' + ((-:' + <^^)' + --^«J)^-^) 

-•2i],jiib(r- -  (2q' + 6 + 7)r^ + ((a + J)(a + .i + (i -f 7) - 2^7)<^-) 

+^/;((r - (cv + 7)«^)" + ((/^ + 7)- + 2a/i)<^-) 

O = ing -  fIbKnA''~ + -'lb{r -  [a + J+ 26)^)) 

^  =  — B / [ o g p .  B  is buffer size and p  is PLR. 

Thus, the maximal eigenvalue, corresponding to the wireless effective bandwidth ap

proximation. is given by: 

Note that this is an asymptotic result, i.e., the buffer size is very large and the PLR 

is very small. 

Ci-(n,j+nb)C2±s/-2{Ci-c,c\) 

^'1 -H('i<J + ')6)^'j^\/'-(CT+CjC'4 ) 

where 

g { = )  
+ (^/tf + 1b)C2 + \/2(C3 -j- C'jCTy 

•irjglbeiT) 
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4.5 Packet Loss Performance for Multiplexed Streams 

So far. we have considered the transport of a single on-ofF source over a wireless ATM 

link. .As indicated in Figure 4.1. it is also possible to multiplex several connections 

onto the same wireless link. In this section, we extend our previous packet loss analysis 

to the case of multiple.xed streams. 

The wireless .\T.\l link is modeled as an .-\.T.\I multiple.xer with randomly varying 

service rate. This model is similar to the producer-consumer model investigated in 

[77], In [77] the traffic generation (production) and the packet delivery (consumption) 

processes are coupled by a buffer, which enables their decomposition and consequently 

facilitates the analysis. When a single connection is considered, the traflic generation 

and delivery processes are specified by Equations (-1.8) and ( L9). respectively. For 

{\ multiplexed .Markovian fluid sources, the traffic generation part is governed by the 

following equation [77]: 

co^Aa - cI] = OsM., {-1-18) 

where M, and .V, are the infinitesimal generator and rate matrices for the aggregate 

traffic, respectively. These matrices can be written as 

M., = 

where M, and are the infinitesimal generator and rate matrices of the /th source. 

/ = f.2. • • • ,  In (4.18). r and are the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the matrix 

respectively. The operator -i? denotes the Kronecker sum. 

.As for the packet delivery process, it is governed by [77]; 

C<Or[t-'I — Ec] = <?5rMr ("I-IQ) 

where is the generator matrix for the service process (the consumption part), 

and c and (pr are the corresponding eigenvalue and eigenvector, respectively. For the 
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two-state Gilbert-Elliott channel model. Mr and E^- correspond to M) in (4.3) and 

Ec in (-1.6), respectively. 

E.xact analysis of the producer-consumer system described by (4.IS) and (4.19) 

was provided in [77] for on-ofF sources. The buffer consumption rates in [77] were 

taken as integer multiples of some unit rate. In .\ppendi.\ B. we provide the exact 

solution for the PLR based on .Mitra's results, with adaptation to our wireless AT.\I 

model. .\ 'ote that in our model, there are two consumption rates [ci, and c^]. But c.j 

is not necessarily an integer multiple of ct,.  

While an exact solution for the PLR is feasible, the computational complexity 

associatfxl with this solution is rather high. .A. much simpler approximate solution 

can be obtained, which is sufficiently accurate. In [69]. Elvvalid et al. proposed an ap

proximation for the PLR at an .ATM multiple.xer for general Markovian sources using 

a combined Chernoif-dominant eigenvalue (CDE) approach. In this approximation, 

the PLR at the multiplexer with buffer size x is approximated by 

where r is the dominant eigenvalue and L is the corresponding coefficient. .-V procedure 

was presented for computing c and L for an .AT-M multiple.xer with a constant service 

rate c. .\ similar procedure will be used in this study to approximate the PLR at 

a wireless .\TM link. .Note that the service rate in our model fluctuates randomly 

depending on the channel state. 

4.5.1 Calculation of the Dominant Eigenvalue 

.According to the results in [68]. the dominant eigenvalue of (4.IS) is the unicjue 

solution of the ec[uation: 

G ( . v )  a :  L e ' ' ^  (4.20) 

K 

(4.21) 
1=1 
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where </,(;) = MRE[A, — M./r] and MRE[A] denotes the maximal real eigenvalue 

of the matrix A. Note that r is a variable coupling ( LIS) and (4.19). which differs 

from [6S] in that the constant service rate in [6S] is replaced by the variable u. Let 

us consider the packet delivery part corresponding to (4.19). 

From (4.12). c is given by 

f, = -1^3 + C6) -  - 7 ± y/Q-2( = ) ^ ^ .J.,J 

We can obtain the dominant eigenvalue by equating the left-hand side of (4.21) and 

the right-haiul side of (4.22). Since the dominant eigenvalue is the unique solution 

of (4.21) and c is a decreasing function in L\ the smaller value of v in (4.22), i.e.. 

the term containing +\/Q >(~).  must be equatixl with (4.21) to obtain the dominant 

eigenvalue: 

1=1 

Thus, the following proposition can be f:'stablished. 

Proposition 4.5.1, The dominant f: i (j( :nL 'nlue in the wirele .is A TM multiplexer model 

repre.iented by (-j.lS) and (.{-10) is the value of :  .-ialisftjing the following equation: 

!< 
ST̂  ! \ _ ~  ̂ - 7 + 

- • > -

1=1 

For a single on-otf source, g [ z )  is given by: 

( r :  +  a  - f -  ' i )  -  \ / ( ' " - :  +  a  -  J ) '  +  i o t j  
f / i ' )  -r: 

which is the same as (4.11). 

4.5.2 Approximation of the Coefficient L 

Prior studies have shown that the coefficient L in (4.20) plays a critical role in ob

taining an accurate estimate of the PLR [78, 69]. In this section, we provide an 
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approximation of L using a ChernofF-bound approacii, in line of Elwalid et al.'s vvorli 

[69] on analyzing the PLR at a multiplexer with a constant drain rate. 

Following the discussion in [69] and the references therein, one can approximate 

the constant L by 6'(0). implying that L is approxirnntely the packet loss probability 

in a bufferless nudtipb.xer: 

6'(0) L. 

In a bufferless multiple.xer. packet losses occur when the input rate exceeds the 

service rate. Let denote the packet generation rate from source /' at steady-state. 

The total traffic generation rate from [\ sources is denoted by \ where \ = \i-

For an .ATM multiple.xer with a fixed service rate R. L is estimated by 

P [ \ >  R ] .  

L'siiig Chernolf bound. Elwalid et al. [69] showed that as ft —> :>c with [ \ / R  =  o ( l ) .  

^[\ > can be obtained as follows: 

where 

(T (.S  )\/27r 

F { 6 )  =  . s f l - ^ l o g . V .(.S 

1 = 1  

.V,(.s) = ^[expl.n.)] 

2, , rPlog £'[exp(.s\)] 
(T (.s) = 

K 

= E 

(-1.23) 

1=1 

5.s'^ 

and F { s ' )  =  sup,>u F(.s). 

In our case. R  is not fi.xed. but can take one of two values ( C j  and c/,). Losses will 

occur when v e.xceeds during the Good state and Cf, during the Bad state. Thus. 

L in (4.20) is given by; 

i  K. G'(0) = P[\ > C^\Wg + P[\ > Cf,] lt'6 (4.24) 
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where lo^ and a'6 are the steady-state probabilities that the channel is in Good and Bad 

states, respectively; il-^ = 7/(i" + 7)- Wb = 6/{6 + -j]. The probabilities P[\ > c^] and 

^[\ ^ Q] obtained by substituting and Cb for R in (4.23). For A' homogeneous 

on-ofF sources with a constant service rate R, we have 

.V,(i) = Wie^^ + tt'o 

F(.s) = sR — [ \  log(a'it; '"' + WQ )  

KwiLUor-e^' '  

where r is the source peak rate, tci and tt'u are the steady-state probabilities that a 

source is in on and off states, respectively: wi = 3/{a + 3) and Wq = a/(a -f J). For 

R < [\r. F{.s) is a concave function with .•>' given by 

1 , Rwo 
- log jY- —• 
r  { l \ r  —  n j i L ' i  

Replacing R in the above equation by c ,j and Cf,. one at a time, we obtain corresponding 

values s'^ and ••^1. which are then used in (4.24) to evaluate P[\ > c^] and P[\ > c/,]. 

In summary, for [\ homogeneous on-off sources that are nuiltiple.xed onto the wireless 

link. L is given by 

L  =  P [ \ >  C,J]LV,J + P[\  > CH]WB 

-f- -f «,'o)'^"*"' (^6 

.•<'r\/27r[\Wiicoe''j ' '  slr\/^[\WiiCQe^b''  

4.6 Numerical Results and Discussion 

In this section, we present numerical examples of our analytical results. We verify 

the adequacy of these results by contrasting them against more realistic simulations. 

Similar to the analysis, the simulation results are obtained using on-ofF traffic 

sources with exponentially distributed on and off periods. However, the length of 

an on period in the simulations is truncated to obtain an integer number of packets. 
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The ARQ retfaiismission process is simulated in a more realistic manner, whereby a 

packet is transmitted repeatedly until it is received with no errors. The probability 

of a paclvet error is computed from (3.1) for both channel states. Conditioned on the 

state of the channel, the number of retransmissions of a given packet in the simulation 

setup follows a geometric distribution. Transitions between Good and Bad states are 

assumed to occur only at the beginning of a packet transmission slot. packet is 

retransmitted if one or more bits are in error. It is assumed that the propagation delay 

is small, so that the .-\.CI\/.\ '.AK message for a packet is received at the sender i^efore 

the next transmission slot. Finally, we use a fmite bulfer size in our simulations, in 

contrast to the infinite-buffer assumption in the analysis. 

In our e.xperirnents. we vary the buffer size and the BER during the Bad state 

(Pr_b)- <iiid we fi.x the BER during the Good state at P^,j = 10"''. We set the mean of 

the off period to ten times that of the on period. In addition, we take the parameters 

related to the wireless channel from [65], We adopt Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquengliem 

(BCH) code [()4] for FEC . Since we treat the CRC code as part of the payload. 

the FEC code is applied to 421-bit data units (i.e., k = 424 bits). Table 4.1 shows 

the size, the code rate, and the number of correctable bits of the BCH code used 

in our examples. .-Vll simulation results are reported with 95% confidence intervals. 

Table 4.2 summarizes the values of the various parameters in the simulations and 

numerical e.xamples. 

(ri, k) r e(r) 

(442,424) 2 0.959 

(451,424) 3 0.940 

(460,424) 4 0.921 

(469,424) 5 0.904 

(478,424) 6 0.S87 

T A B L E  4.1. FEC code rate versus number of correctable bits (r) using BCH scheme. 

Figure 4.3 shows the PLR as a function of the buffer size using Feb = 0.01, r = 0,4, 
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Parameter Symbol Value 

peak rate r  L Mbps (or 2604.1667 packets/sec) 

buffer size B 100 — 1000 packets 

mean on period l/a 0.02304 sec 

mean off period l/.J 0.2304 sec 

mean Good channel period 1/8  O.l sec 

mean Bad channel period 1/7 0.0333 sec 

BER in Good channel state P^, j  lO"*^ 

BER in Bad channel state Prb 10-' - 10-' 

T A B L E  4 . 2 .  Parameter values used in the simulations and numerical results. 

and c = 500 packets/sec. .-\.s expected, the PLR increases as the bulFer size decreases 

and as r decreases. It is observed that the analytic results slightly overestimate the 

actual PLR. The gap is negligible over the whole range of buffer sizes. 

Figure 4.1 and 4.5 depict the PLR versus the buffer size using two different service 

rates c = 700 and 900 packets/sec (Pe6 = 1.0"". r = 0.4). In Figure 4.4. it is observed 

that the simulation and analytical results are quite close to each other. .As c increases 

(Figure 4.5). the analytic results begin to slightly underestimate the PLR. This trend 

is shown clearly in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. which depict the PLR as a function of the 

service rate c using different buffer sizes and FEC code rates. The deviation of the 

analytical results is negligible, given that PLRs in .A.TM are contrasted in terms of 

the orders of magnitude by which they differ. 

Figures 4.8. 4.9. and 4.10 depict the wireless effectiv^e bandwidth computed based 

on the results in Section 4.4. Only .ARQ is used in obtaining these figures, i.e.. r = 0. 

The case of hybrid .-XRQ/FEC will be discussed later. These figures depict the ex

act and approximate values of the wireless effective bandwidth. The exact value 

is obtained using all eigenvalues, while the appro.ximate value is obtained based on 

the analysis in Section 4.4. It is observed from these figures that the wireless effec

tive bandwidth approximation (based on one eigenvalue) is acceptable for the single 

stream case. However, the adequacy of this approximation does not extend to the 
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Buffer size 

F I G U R E  4.3. Packet loss rate versus buffer size tor a single stream (c = oOO. P^b = 

10"-).  
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F I G U R E  4 . 4 .  Packet loss rate versus buffer size for a single stream (c- = 700 pack

ets/sec. Pfiy = 10~"). 
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analysis 
simulation 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 
Buffer size 

FIGURE 4.5. Packet loss rate versus buffer size for a single stream (F = 900 pack

ets/sec. P^;, — 10""). 
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FIGURE 4 . 6 .  Packet loss rate versus service rate c for a single stream {B =  300. 

P.6 = 10--). 
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FIGURE 4.7. Packet loss rate versus service rate c for a single stream [B • oOO, 

P.h = 10"-). 
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multiplexed-sti-eams case (not shown), as the gap between the exact and approximate 

solutions increases with the number of multiplexed streams. This fact has also been 

observed in wireline .\TM multiplexers [78]. For this reason, we restrict our effective 

bandwidth results to the case of a single stream. 

2500 
— single eigenvalue 

• all eigenvalues 

P =10' 
/ eb 

2000 

S 1500 

P =10 
eb 

CD 1000 

500 

10'® 10 
Packet Loss Rate 

10" 10" 

FIGUHE 4.8. Effective bandwidth versus PLR for a single stream [ B  = 300. r = 0). 

When P^i, = 10"' and the buffer size is 300 packets, the wireless effective band

width ranges from L340 to ISoO packets/sec for a PLR in the range 10"' to 10~'. 

Recall that the mean and peak rates of a traffic source are 263.74 and 2604.1667 pack

ets/sec, respectively. .\s increases, the wireless effective bandwidth gets closer to 

the source peak rate. For example, when Pgi, = 10"'^ and the buffer size is .300 packets, 

the wireless effective bandwidth ranges from 1501 and 2216 packets/sec for a PLR 

in the range 10~"' to 10"'. For higher P^b values, the wireless effective bandwidth 

approximation becomes less efficient, as it approaches the source peak rate. 

Figure 4.11 depicts the wireless effective bandwidth as a function of Peb for three 
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FIGUHE 4 .9 .  Effective baticlwitltli versus PLR for a single stream { B  = 400. r  
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FIGURE 4.10. Effective bandwidth versus PLR for a single stream { B  = 500. r 
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target PLRs using B = 800 packets. Only ARQ is considered in obtaining this figure, 

[t is observed that the wireless effective bandwidth increases as increases and as 

the target PLR decreases. In particular, the wireless effective bandwidth increases 

by a noticeable amount when goes from 10~'^ to 10~". This is due to the fact 

that increasing P^b from 10"^ to 10"- has a relatively significant effect on the packet 

error probability. For example, when P^i, goes from 10"'' to 10""'. the packet error 

probability increases from 0.004231 to 0.04151. In contrast, when P^b goes from f0~' 

to L0~-. the packet error probability increases from 0.3457 to 0.9858. 

2000 

1800 

1600 

1400 

ra 1200 

1 1000 

m 800 

400 

200 

10'^ 

PLR=10 

- - PLR=10 

- PLR=10 

Bit Error Rate 

FIGURE 4.11. Effective bandwidth approximation versus P,t for a single stream 
(B = SQQ. r = 0). 

Figures 4.12-4.14 show the approximate wireless effective bandwidth versus the 

number of correctable bits r for different target PLRs and different BERs. The buffer 

size B is fi.xed at 800 packets. These figures indicate the existence of an "optimal" 

code rate at which the allocated bandwidth is minimized for a given target PLR. For 
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instance, to provide a target PLR of 10"*^ when Pe6 = 0.001, the nninimum required 

bandwidth is c = 761.9 packets/sec. which is achieved when r = I (FEC corrects 

only single-bit errors). Since at Pe6 = 0.001 the mean number of bit errors in a 

packet is 0.-123 < I. the advantage of correcting multiple-bit errors is overshadowed 

by the extra FEC bandwidth overhead. Note that the optimal code rate is always 

achieved at a nonzero r. implying that resource allocation for a guaranteed PLR can 

always be improved using a combined .ARQ/FEC approach. It can be observed from 

Figures -L12-1:. 14 that the optimal code rate increases with Pfb- For P^b = 0.01 and 

P^b = 0.015. the optimal values of r are given by r = 7 and r = 10. respectively. The 

optimal code rate depends on the channel BERs and the target PLR. This suggests the 

need for adaptive FEC to continuously maintain an optimal code rate for a wireless 

channel with time-varying characteristics. 

1500 

451000 

20 
Number of Correctable Bits (T) 

FIGURE 4.12. Effective bandwidth versus r for a single stream {Feb = 0.001). 

Ne.xt. we examine the PLR for multiple.xed streams based on the results in Sec-
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FIGURE 4.13. Effective bandwidth versus r  tor a single stream (P,/, = O.Ol). 

tion l.o. We consider homogeneous on-ofF sources with the same target PLR. For 

brevity, we report the re:'sults tor .\RQ only (i.e., r = 0). We set = 10"' and 

c = 10 Mbps. and we vary the number ot" multiple.xed streams. To test the goodness 

of our PLR analysis, wliich was obtained using the CDE approximation, we compare 

it to the exact analysis, given in .\ppendix B. We also present the results based on two 

other approximations: the asymptotic and Binomial approximations. Both approx

imations rely on the dominant eigenvalue, similar to the CDE approach. However, 

they differ from it in the estimation of L: the coefficient associated with the domi

nant eigenvalue. In the asymptotic approximation, the exact value of L. denoted by 

La. is used, which is obtained from the exact analysis in .Appendix B. The Binomial 

approximation estimates L by £{,. which is computed from the binomial distribution: 

u  ̂  G(0) = P[y > c] = ̂  r M 
i = j  
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Number of Correctable Bits (T) 

FIGURE 4.14. Effective barulwidth versus r for a single stream (= 0.015). 

where j  = [f/r], and ic i  and u'o are the ste^ady-state probabilities that a source is in 

on and otf states, respectively. 

Figures 4.15. 4.1(3. and 4.17 depict the PLR for 40, 50. and 60 multiple.xed cotinec-

tions. respectively, which correspond to traffic loads of 43.6%. 54.5%. and 65.4%. It 

is observed that the asymptotic appro.ximation is quite accurate compared with the 

e.\act result. Thus, it can be argued that one eigenvalue is good enough to compute 

the PLR for multiplexed streams. .\s shown in these figures, the difference between 

the exact results and both the CDE and Binomial approximations tends to decrease 

as f\ increases. Both approximations provide upper bounds on the exact PLR. with 

the Binomial approximation being the tighter of the two. Since in our case only ho

mogeneous on-ofF sources are considered, the binomial approximation is rather easy 

to compute. However, if we consider more general sources, it will incur substantial 

numerical complexity. 
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FIGURE 4 .15 .  Packet loss rate tor 40 multiplexed streams. 

The three approximations tor the PLR are compared in Table 4.3. (. 'nder light 

load (f\ = L0.20.;i0). we can see that both the CDE and Binomial approximations 

deviate largely tVoni the ideal asymptote. Thus, a better approximation for L is still 

needed when A' is relatively small. 

Chernoff 
Binomial 
Exact asymptote 
Exact 
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F[GL'R.E 4.16. Packet loss rate for oO multiplexed streams. 

A' L,  L,  LcIL.  L h  1  L f i  
(CDE) (Binomial) (Asymptotic) 

10 4.763 X LO-*^ 1.2 X lO-*^ 1.151 X lO"'^ 413.75 104.31 

20 7.667 X 10-' 3.441 X 10-' 8.254 X 10-' 928.92 416.88 

30 8.078 X lO-'^ 4.169 X 10"^ 1.061 X 10-' 76.13 39.29 

40 0.0361371 0.0185953 0.002747 13.15 6.77 

50 0.113547 0.0514114 0.02214 5.13 2.32 

60 0.358695 0.107971 0.08951 4.0 1.2 

T .\BLE 4.3. The coefficients Lc. Lb. La versus the mimber of multiplexed connections 

K. 
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FIGURE 4 .17 .  Packet loss rate for 60 miiltiple.xecl streams. 
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Chapter 5 

FLUID ANALYSIS OF DELAY PERFORMANCE 

5.1 Introduction 

The general goals of the underlying work in this chapter are twofold. First, we study 

the delay performance over a wireless link and investigate its implication on optimal 

bandwidth allocation under delay guarantees. Second, we analyze the packet discard 

rate af the rectiver under time-constrained retransmissions. This rate is important 

for delay-sensitive applications that can tolerate some degree of packet loss but that 

retjuire prior quantification of this loss for use in error concealment and video/voice 

compression. Our investigations are carried out for a single stream that is transported 

over a time-varying wireless link. If the link is used to transport more than one 

connection, then each connection is guaranteed a constant service rate during its 

active period (i.e., TDM.\ style). The outcome of packet transmission is determined 

by the state of the wireless channel and the error control schemes. This scenario 

encompasses point-to-point connections between mobile terminals (MT) and a base 

station (BS) in the cellular communication systems. 

To achieve our goals, we follow a fluid-based approach whereby the traffic source 

is modeled by an on-ofF fluid process and the channel is modeled by a fluid variant of 

Gilbert-Elliott's model. Using fluid-flow analysis, we compute the delay distribution 

for a single stream, which is a function of the traffic source, the service rate, the 

wireless channel, and the error control schemes. To obtain the delay distribution 

at the transmitter buffer, we first evaluate the queue length distribution taking into 

account the channel behavior and the underlying error control schemes. We provide 

two alternative approaches for obtaining the delay distribution via the uniformization 

and Laplace transform techniques. The two techniques differ in how the accumulative 
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amount of service is determined. Numerical aspects of both approaches are compared. 

In particular, we derive the closed-form expression for the delay distribution using the 

uniformization technic|ue. In addition, we derive the packet discard rate which results 

from imposing a limit on the number of transmissions to meet the delay rec[uirement 

of the transmitted packet. The analytical results are used to obtain the wireless 

effective bandwidth under the delay constraints and to investigate the optimal error 

control strategy that minimizes the use of bandwidth while guaranteeing the QoS. 

Extensive simulations are conducted to verity the goodness ot our analytical results. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. .Analysis of the delay performance 

is provided in Section ').2. In Section 5.3. the packet discard pertormance is analyzed. 

•Numerical results and simulations are reported in Section 5.4. 

5.2 Delay Distribution 

In fluid queueing models with an error-free channel and constant service rate. e.g.. 

.\TM link, the packet delay distribution can be directly obtained from the ([ueue 

length distribution [79]. However, the scenario we consider in this study includes 

a time-varying wireless channel that is being approximated by a two-state Markov 

modulated fluid process. In this case, the packet delay distribution is much more 

difficult to obtain since one has to take into account the time-varying service rate as 

well as the ciueue length. 

We assume an infinite-capacity buffer. Let D  denote the delay experienced by an 

arriving packet. Let C{t) denote the accumulative amount of service during a period 

of  length f . :  

where f(.s) is the service rate at the time .s. The channel state at time t is denoted 

by h(t) 6 {g,b}, where g and b denote Good and Bad states, respectively. The 
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probability that the delay seen by a packet is less than or eciual to t  is equal to the 

probability that C{t) is greater than or equal to the queue length Qq at the instant 

of the packet arrival. Thus, we have 

P v [ D < t \  =  P v [ C ( t ) > Q o ]  

=  ^  /  P v [ C { t )  > .v\ i .Qo = x ] T r , ( x ) d . v  

.€5 

=  P r [ C j ( t )  >  x \ z i j x ) - h P i ' l C b i t )  >  x \ 7 r i _ b ( x ) c L v  (5.1) 
'  J a -

where T is the throughput, x, is the pdf of the queue length in a state i .  i  6 .S'. and 

C \ ( l . )  =  I  c ( s ) d s  g i v e n / i ( 0 )  =  f o r  /  t  { g . b } .  
Jq 

The quantity r~(x) /T represents the fraction of carried How that arrive?s at the c|ueue 

when its content is x. For an infinite-capacity buffer, the throughput T is given by: 

T = r(a-i.y + (Ci.i). (0.2) 

In order to obtain Pr[C',(/) < .r]. i  6 provide two methods; direct 

calculation using Laplace transform and unilormization. The equivalence ot these 

approaches will be verified using numerical e.\aniples. 

Laplace Transform Approach 

For numerical convenience, we transform the random variable C , { t )  to C \ ( l )  defined 

as: 

C \ { t )  =  c \ { t )  -  C k L  i e { g . b } .  

By this transformation. C , { t )  is the accumulative service resulting from a "noiTnal-

ized" channel with service rates c^ — cb (during Good states) and 0 (during Bad states). 

N o t e  t h a t  t h e  m i n i m u m  a m o u n t  o f  a c c u m u l a t i v e  s e r v i c e  i n  a  p e r i o d  o f  l e n g t h  t  i s  C b t .  
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Thus. 

. J 1. if .r < Cbt 

~ | l — Pr[C(0 < -i' ~ if -i' > Cbt.  

The following proposition gives the probabilities Pr[Cy(0 > .r] and Pr[C'(,(0 > x] by 

s o l v i n g  t h e  p a r t i a l  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s  ( P D E )  f o r  t h e  c o n s u m p t i o n  r a t e  C ( t ) .  

Proposition 5.2.1. The probabi l i t ies  Pr[C',(0 > .r].i G ic l ien x  > c^t ,  ar t  

given by 

^ 61- ^ 
Pi iCj i t]  > x] = e- ' '  ( -  i))  + 

^ ri=:U 
x-

Pria(o>ji = 

ichrre x  = (x  — Chl) l[c . ,  — c^) .  Jo(:)  i-- '  the  fle.s.sc/ funct ion of  order 0  ( j iven by 

(-l)"(c/2)-" 

(n!)' ;i=0 

anil  r(;/..r) /.s the  incomplete  i jarnrna funct ion yiven by:  

r(n 
Jo 

Proof. See Appendix C. 

The equations in the Proposition 0.2.1 is substituted into (5.1) to evaluate the 

delay distribution. .Numerical complexity of the equations is associated with the 

infinite sum in them. We observe that the value of the infinite sum converges fast 

with moderate iteration, e.g.. n = 20. 

Uniformization Approach 

.\s a second approach to obtaining Pr[C',(0 < .r]. i € { g ,  6}. we use the uniformization 

approach. In continuous-time Markov chains, uniformization is a technique for uni-

formizing the transition rates between states by introducing transitions from a state 
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to itself [SO]. This technique facilitates the analysis of the problem in this study. 

Refer to [SO] for details. 

Let and ^6 denote the accumulative sojourn times of Good and Bad channel 

states during an interval of length t, respectively. That is. 

J o  

Then, the accumulative service C ( t )  is given by 

C ( t )  =  c . t j  +  c k t b .  (5.3) 

Since t = t.J + If,. C{1) can be e.xpressod as 

C { t )  =  c ^ t . j  +  c i , ( t  -  t . . j )  or C(f . )  = c^(t  -  f, , )  + ciyt^ .  (5.1) 

In .\ppendi.\ D. we provide the probability distribution of t.,j and /(, conditioned on 

the channel state. Then, the probability Pr[C',(0 > .r], i 6 {f/./j} can be directly 

obtained from (5.4). 

Proposition 5.2.2. The probabi l i t ies  Pr[Cj(0 > .r] and Pr[C'/,(/) > .r| art  r / icen bi j  

H c , i n  >  . . - I = I  - f :  ^ E  i g "  t  C O  v (  >  -
n=l /t=l ^ ^ i=k ^ '  

and 

= (0"" EO)V'-('-VR <•«) 
rl=l • /t=l ^ / \ / / •_). \  / 

where \  = , • 

Proof. See .Appendix D. 

The equations in Proposition 5.2.2 also have numerical issues due to the presence 

of multiple sums. The triple sums in the equations cause significant complexity. 
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However, observing the duplicate computation in the last sum for consecutive indexes 

k's. we can save the computation time. Figure 5.1 shows numerical examples for the 

equations in Proposition 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. This example is for the service rate c = 1000 

(packets/sec), t = 0.5. l.O (sec), and other parameters taken from the default values 

in Table 5.L. The exact match is observed over the range of values. 
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FIGURE 5.1. .\ccumulative service distribution based on uniformization and Laplace 

transform approaches. 

Up to this point, we have discussed the alternative approaches to obtaining the 

probability Pr[C,(i() > x],i € {[/-b]. In the following, the results from Proposition 

5.2.2 are used to obtain the delay distribution. The following Proposition gives the 

closed-form e.vpression for delay distribution by substituting (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.1). 
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Proposition 5.2.3. 

PrlD < (| = ^(n.^,(c,0 + n,.,(Cil)) - f; 

Ti / \ ^ A:—I 

(i) + l;n + 2:r/(c^-c6)0 

(  "  \  ( i  

ri 

• ~ ^'h)t i + 1: fi + 2: Cm(fy — Ch)t.) {o.7) 

i -k  

wht  i r  Ti . j ( .r)  = Ti ,6(a ' )  = X^,n the indexts  l .n i  art  u.-<td to  index 

the negat ive  ei f jencalues .  and 

with (a)n = (i(a + I)  • •  •  (a  + n — 1) .  

Proof. Refer to Appendix E. 

Since Equation (o.7) has similar numerical structure as the expressions in Propo

sition 0.2.2. we can save the computation time by avoiding the duplicate sum as men

tioned previously. We also obtained the delay distribution using Proposition 5.2.1. 

However, it generated the multiple sums and is not advantageous over the uniformiza-

tion approach. Thus, we use numerical integration to obtain the delay distribution 

for Proposition .5.2.1. Most numerical results in Section 5.4 are based on Proposi

tion 5.2.3 whereas the numerical integration using Proposition 5.2.1 is also used to 

verify the accuracy. 

Wireless Effective Bandwidth 

The notion of effective bandwidth has been employed to achieve efficient provisioning 

of QoS guarantees in .ATM networks [68]. In this study, we extend the notion for a 

wireless connection under probabilistic delay constraints. 
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We defined the wireless  e j fect ive  bandwidth Ceb under the delay constraint Pr[delay > 

f] = c by 

c'e6 = niin{c|c satisfies Prfdelay > ^] = ;} (5.8) 

where c is the service rate. In contrast to wireline effective bandwidth, the wireless 

effective bandwidth is configured along with the optimal number of correctable bits 

which minimizes the use of bandwidth while providing the requested reliability at the 

physical link. In Section 5.4. we provide the numerical examples on this issue and 

investigate the characteristic ot the pair ot QoS parameters in detail. 

5.3 Packet Discard Rate 

In the scenario we consider, a packet is discarded when the number of transmissions 

reaches its ma.ximurn limit .V(. .Such a limit is determined based on the due-date 

(delay requirement)  of  the  t ransmit ted packet .  Let  p(n\ i )  denote  the proba!) i l i ty  of  n 

consecutive transmission failures given that the channel state is i at the first attempt 

of packet transmission, where i G {(jJj}- Observing the recursive structure between 

the consfx'utive transmissions, we obtain the following relation 

p("li/) = p(" -  ̂\<j)Pj .AhPc.u + p{n -  [\b)Pj ,h(hPc.u 

p(n\b)  = p{n -  l\( j )Ph.aihPc.b + p{n -  i\b)Ph.b{hPc.b 

where Pi,j{ t ] . i . j  €  { < J - b }  is the probability that the channel state changes from i  to 

j in time t. The quantity t here corresponds to the turnaround time of the packet 

transmission. The right-hand side of the first equation accounts for the events of 

the first transmission failure at Good channel state followed by n — 1 consecutive 

transmission failures after the channel transition into Good and Bad, respectively. 

The second equation can be explained in a similar way except that the initial channel 

state is Bad. 
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Rearranging the previous equations in a matrix form, we have 

'p irAa)  

P(n\b]  

with the initial condition 

PuA{)Pc.g P, j .b{i)Pc.g 

Ph, , j{ l )Pc,h Pb.bi i )Pc,b^ 

pin - Mi/) 
pin -  1|6) 

The probabilities and P^,i> i^re given in (3.1). 

Solving the previous equations recursively, we obtain the packet discarding rate 

{p,i) under the limit on the retransmission (.V;): 

p, i  =  [tt 'y  l i ' i  
PjA^P^.J  Pg.b( i )Pc. j  

. V , - l  

A-''. 
(0 .9) 

where and iht, are the steady-state probabilities that the channel state is Good and 

Bad. respectively, as seen by the packet at HOL in its first attempt of transmission: 

il\ = Pr[the channel state is i seen by a packet at HOL] (5.10) 

= the fraction of flow drained at channel state i .  (o.ll) 

The probability d\ is different from tr,. and it plays an important role in estimating 

the packet drop rate as will be discussed later. 

Since the flow drains continuously as long as the cjueue is non-empty, the fraction 

of How drained at channel state i. i 6 {y-b} corresponds to the probability that the 

ciueue is non-empty multiplied by a fraction of the service rate over the throughput. 

Thus, we obtain 

— -^(ft'o.a — no,j(0) -h — 01.^(0)) 

Cfy 

LVh = ^ ( t t ' 0 , 6  -  n o , 6 ( 0 )  +  u ; i , 6  -  n i . 6 ( 0 ) ) .  

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

And. P,, j ( t ) .  i . j  € { ( / - b )  can be obtained by using Kolmogorov's equation [SO]. 

Thus, we have 

P,..W = ^ + 

PmC) = 

P,At)  = 

Pb,gi t )  = ^ — Pb,bi^)-

(5.14) 
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Substituting the expressions in (5.13) and (o.l4) into (5.9). we obtain the packet 

discard rate p,i expressed in a closed torm: 

Proposition 5.3.1. 

Pd = + <^l(^y.£;(0^c,a + /^J,6(0^c.6)) 

-1- ft'6 P^,h ("0 ( t i- P b .u i i) ) -i- a 1 P(,,6 (/) ) (5.15) 

whert 

AIA.,(A:Y'-- - AF'--) 
ao = (5.16) 

-M — 'Vj 

A-,^'-' -  A.7'-' 
« i  =  ^ p  ( o . h )  

•M — M 

and Ai  j  is  l l i t  tu j t  nr( i lue.-< of  Hit  ^ iqi iarc matr ix  in  (o. f j ) .  That  is  

Pj .AhPc. j  + PhAhPc.b 
Ai > = 

(P. jnPc.u + P>,M')Pc.b)-  + -1( I -  P,Jt)  -  PH.h{t))Pc. ,Pc.b 
^ . (5.18) 

Proof. By matrix diagonalization. the powers of the square matrix in (5.9) are 

calculated. The proof is omitted. 

5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion 

In this section, we present numerical examples of our analytical results. We verify 

the adequacy of these results by contrasting them against more realistic simulations. 

Similar to the analysis, the simulation results are obtained using on-ofF traffic 

sources with exponentially distributed on and off periods. The .ARQ retransmission 

process is simulated in a more realistic manner, whereby a packet is transmitted 

repeatedly until it is received with no errors or until it reaches the limit on the 

number of transmissions. The probability of a packet error is computed from (3.1) 
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for both channel states. Transitions between Good and Bad states are assumed to 

occur only at the beginning of a packet transmission slot. .A packet is retransmitted if 

it has uncorrectable errors. It is assumed that the propagation delay is small, so that 

the .ACK/NAK message for a packet is received at the sender before the ne.xt attempt 

of transmission. Finally, we use an infinite-capacity buffer in our simulations. 

In our experiments, we vary the BER during the Bad state (Pei). and we fi.x the 

BER during the Good state at = LO VVe set the mean of the off period to 

ten times that of the on period. In addition, we take the parameters related to the 

wireless channel from [65]. VVe adopt Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code [64] 

for FEC . We consider fi.xed packet sizes, e.g.. .-\TM cell. Since we treat the CRC 

code as part of the payload. the FEC code is applied to 424-bit blocks (i.e.. k = 424 

bits). Table 4.1 shows the size, the code rate, and the number of correctable bits of 

the BCH code used in our e.xamples. .All simulation results are reported with !)5% 

confidence intervals. For the delay distribution. 10' to 4 x LO' samples were needed 

in the simulations. Table o.I summarizes the values of the various parameters in the 

sinuilations and numerical examples. For the parameters c. Prj,. t .  and .V/. the values 

in the parenthesis are assumed unless specified otherwise. 

Parameter Symbol Value 

source peak rate r  I Mbps (or 2604. L66T packets/sec) 

service rate c LOO — SOOO (packets/sec) (1000) 

mean on period l / a  0.02304 sec 

mean off period l / J  0.2304 sec 

mean Good channel period l / S  0.1 sec 

mean Bad channel period 1/7 0.0333 sec 

BER in Good channel state Pe, lO"'^ 

BER in Bad channel state 10-- - 10-'^ (10--) 

number of correctable bits T 0-20 (7) 

limit on transmissions I — oo (cc) 

TAB LE 5 .1 .  Parameter values used in the simulations and numerical results. 

Figure 5.2 depicts the complementary cumulative distribution for delay Pr[delay > 
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/]. We vary the service rates (c) from 800 to 1200 (packets/sec) while fixing other 

parameters, P^b = 10"'. R = 7, and .V/ = DO. The difference between the analytical 

and simulation results is negligible for all service rates. We observe a slight deviation 

at the tail part of the distribution. However, it is associated with the number of 

samples taken from the simulation. For c = 1200, we generated -1 x LO' packets to 

obtain the shown results. Note that the simulation is based on the realistic scenario in 

which the packet is transmitted until it is successfully transmitted or until it reaches 

the limit on the retransmission, whereas the analytical results are based on the fluid 

analysis. 

c=800 (simulation) 
c=800 (analysis) 
c=1000 (simulation) 
c=1000 (analysis) 
c=1200 (simulation) 
c=1200 (analysis) 

to"' 

A 

m <U •o •c* 
0. 

10"* 

0.2 0.3 
t (sec) 

0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 

FIG URE -5.2. Complementary delay distribution for different service rates. 

Figure .o.:] shows the complementary delay distribution for different values of r 

(number of correctable bits). The error correction capability increases from r = 0 

(ARQ) to r = 7. For all r 's, the analytical and simulation results match well. This 

figure indicates the use of FEC improves the transport performance over wireless links 
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despite its overhead. This issue will be discussed later in detail. 

T=0 (simulation) 
T=0 (analysis) 
T=4 (simulation) 
t=4 (analysis) 
T=7 (simulation) 
T=7 (analysis) 

10" 

A 

CD 13 
IT 
a. 

10'^ 

to"" 

10' '  
0.6 0.3 

t (sec) 
0.2 0.4 O.S 

FIGU RE  5.3. Coniplemcntary delay distribution for different values of r. 

Figure 5.4 shows the complementary delay distribution as a function of the limit on 

the number of transmissions (.V;). .As discussed earlier, such a limit is needed to satisfy 

the due-date of the transmitted packet. For .V/ = 1.6. and 60. a highly acceptable 

agreement is observed between the analytical and simulation results. Note that our 

delay analysis does not take into account the loss due to the packet discard, assuming 

a very small discard rate such as much less than 0.01, whereas it is captured in the 

queue length distribution. However, even the case of the limit A'/ = 1. corresponding 

to the packet discard rate p,/ = 0.0298, shows a good estimation of our analysis. .\s 

shown in the figure, the delay distribution varies significantly for different Ni's. This 

indicates the usefulness of Ni as a control parameter for satisfying the delay and loss 

requirements simultaneously since it can play a role of a trade-off parameter between 

them. 
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FIGURE 5.4. (!'omplementary delay distribution tor different values of .V;. 

Fi'fure 5.5 shows the effective bandwidth as a function of the number of correctable 

bits (r) for the three target delay constraints Pr[delay > 0.01] = 0.01.0.05.0.1. 

E.xpectedly. more bandwidth is needed as a higher quality (or less Pr[delay > 0.01]) 

is required. In particular, we observe that much higher bandwidth is rec[uired when 

only .-\.RQ (r = 0) is used as an error control scheme. Thus, the appropriate use of 

FEC is essential in an efficient use of scarce wireless bandwidth. In addition, this 

figure clearly indicates that there is an optimal r (r = 7 in this example) for a given 

BER Pet = 0.01, which satisfies a delay QoS constraint while minimizing the use of 

bandwidth. 

The optimal number of correctable bits as a function of the BER in Bad channel 

state is shown in Fig. 5.6. The target delay constraint is fi.xed to Pr[delay > O.Olj = 

0.25. VV'e vary the BER from Pe,6 = 0.001 to = 0.0158. For each BER. we observe 

the optimal number of correctable bits e.xists. To better pictorial view, we provide 

N=1 (simulation) 

N=1 (analysis) 

N=6 (simulation) 

N =6 (analysis) 

N =60 (simulation) 

N =60 (analysis) 
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the effective bandwidth as a function ofT's and BER's (Pe,b) altogether in Fig. 5. 7. 
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FIGURE 5.6. Effective bandwidth versus T for different BER's. 

Figure 5.8 shows the effective bandwidth versus the target delay constraints spec

ified in terms of Pr[delay > t]. Each curve in the figure corresponds to four values of 

t = 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1 (sec). As expected, more bandwidth is required for a more 

stringent quality requirement, i.e., less Pr[delay > t] for a fixed t. Notice that the 

minimum and maximum of the effective bandwidth are c = 282 and c = 3250 (pack

ets/sec), respectively. The minimum effective bandwidth corresponds the minimum 

service rate satisfying the stability condition of the queue, whereas the maximum is 

the minimum service rate satisfying the condition cb > r, i.e., min{ cicb > r }. Con

sidering the source peak rater= 2604.1667 (packets/sec), we observe the maximum 

effective bandwidth is greater than the source peak rate. This is against the results 

in wireline effective bandwidth indicating the effective bandwidth is bounded by the 

source peak rate. In the wireless scenario we consider, the assigned service rate is re-
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FIGURE 5 .7 .  Effective Ijarulwidth versus BER'.s {P^h) 'IND r's. 

iluccd due to the packet error and FEC. the principle in wireline effective bandwidth 

cannot be thus applied to the wireless case, .\nother interesting facts observed in 

this figure is associated with the shape of the curves with decreasing Pr[delay > /]. 

Consider the case of / = 0.001. To improve the QoS from Pr[delay > 0.001] = L.O to 

Pr[delay > O.OOl] = O.S. we need to assign an e.xtra bandwidth 1950.0 (packets/sec), 

whereas we need 1-13.0 (packets/sec) for / = O.l. That is. the behavior of the effective 

bandwidth depends on the selection of t as well as the constraint Pr[delay > <]. 

Figure 5.9 shows the packet discard rate as a function of the limit on the number 

of transmissions (.V;) for different -/'s. The value I /7 is the mean period of Bad 

channel state. Thus. 7 = 30 and 7 = 100 corresponds to the period of 0.0333 and 

0.01 (sec). Over the whole range of :V;, we observe the slight deviation between the 

analytical and simulation results. The main source of the deviation results from the 

estimation on w,j and w^. Our analytical estimation based on fluid analysis tends to 

overestimate slightly w,j when compared to Wg based on the packet-based simulation. 
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FIGURE 5.8. Effective bandwidth versus target delay constraints Pr[delay > t]. 

However, it is quite acceptable in consideration of the requirement on accuracy of the 

packet loss rate. 
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FIGURE 5. 9. Packet discard rate versus the limit on the number of transmissions 
(Nt). 
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Chapter 6 

DISCRETE-TIME ANALYSIS OF DELAY PERFORMANCE 

6.1 Introduction 

Automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocols are used to provide reliable data transfer 

in wireless conimunications. In these protocols, the transmitter sends a packet that 

consists of payload ijits and error detection code. The receiver chtjcks the integrity of 

the packet by decoding the error detection code. Depending on the outcome of the 

decoder, a positive acknowledgment (.ACK) or a negative acknowledgment (.N'ACK) 

is sent back to the sender. The sender retransmits the packet upon the receipt of the 

.N'.AC'K message, whereas it transmits a new packet if an .ACK is received. 

In general. .ARQ protocols are variants of three basic schemes: stop-and-wait 

(.SW). go-back-.\' (GB.M). and selective-repeat (SR). In SVV .ARQ. the transmitter 

must receive the .ACK of a packet before transmitting the ne.xt packet. This scheme 

preserves the order of packets but it results in low channel utilization if the feedback 

delay is largo. In GB.N* .ARQ. packets are transmitted continuously without waiting 

for .ACT\s/.\.ACKs. If a .N'.ACK is received, the transmitter retransmits the negatively 

acknowledged packet and all subsequent packets regardless of their acknowledgments. 

In SR .ARQ. packets are transmitted continuously as in GB.^f .ARQ. but only neg

atively acknowledged packets are retransmitted. Of the three schemes. SR .ARQ 

achieves the highest throughput. Note that as the round-trip time (RTT) of a packet 

goes to zero. SR .ARQ and SVV .ARQ become identical; a situation that is referred to 

as ideal SR .ARQ [81. S2]. 

In this chapter, we consider a wireless link protocol that provides sequential deliv

ery of packets and that uses SR .ARQ for error control. .An example of this protocol is 

used in wireless asynchronous transfer mode (VVATM) networks [5]. In such a proto-
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F I G U I I E  6.1. Packet transmitisioii over a wireless link with in-sequence delivery. 

col, the transmitter assigns each packet a unique identifier (see Fig. 6.1). Packets are 

transmitted according to their identifiers. .A copy of each transmitted packet is tem

porarily kept in a "waiting buffer" until the ACK message of that packet is received. 

If a is received, it triggers a retransmission of the erroneous packet. Once an 

.\CK is received, the packet is removed from the waiting buffer and a new packet is 

transmitted. .Mthough the transmitter sends packets in order, packets at the receiver 

may be out of sequence due to the random occurrence of packet transmission errors. 

Thus, correctly received packets with higher identifiers must wait in a buffer (called 

re.sociuencing buffer) until packets with lower identifiers are correctly received. 

Fig. 6.2 describes all the delay components that a packet undergoes when trans

ported over a wireless link. The total delay consists of transport and resecjuencing 

delays. The transport delay is subdivided into queueing and transmission delays. 

The queueing delay is the duration from the time a packet arrives at the transmitting 

node until its first transmission attempt. The transmission delay is defined as the 

lime from a packet's first transmission until its successful arrival at the receiver (i.e., 

it includes all retransmission delays). The resequencing delay is defined as the waiting 

time of the packet in the resequencing buffer. 
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F I G U R E  6 . 2 .  Time diagram for packet transmission process. 

Related Work 

Several previous studies have been conducted on the delay performance of SR .ARQ 

over a wireless channel. In [83] Konheim derived the PClFs for the transport delay 

and the cjueue length in go-back-N (CIBN) and SR .\RQ protocols assuming a renewal 

traffic sotu'ce and a "static" radio channel (i.e.. errors are independent with a constant 

error rate). He considered the queueing system at the transmitter side of the wireless 

link where a packet is successfully transmitted with the probability t and a feedback 

message is delivered .V slots after the packet transmission. In his study, the state ot 

the system at time n is described by .V + I variables. 

( ^ n • f n. 1 • ^ ri.2 • • • • • ii,.V ) 

where Ln is the number of packets in the cjueue at time n  and f '„,, denotes whether 

the packet is transmitted at time {n — /). that is. 

I. if the packet was transmitted at time (n  — / )  

0. otherwise. 

The state vector was used to develop the PGF for the queue length and an algorith

mic solution was obtained using the PGF. However, the complexity of his approach 

increases exponentially with the feedback delay. 

.A.n alternative exact analysis of the delay performance for SR ARQ was provided 

by .Anagnostou and Protonotarios [84]. They proposed two methods. In the first 

i'n.  = 
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one. the system was modeled by a discrete time Markov process and the resulting 

equations were solved iteratively. For the special case of a Bernoulli renewal process, 

simple e.xpressions of steady-state probabilities were obtained. But similar to [S3], 

the computational complexity of this analysis grows rapidly with the the feedback 

delay and becomes quite prohibitive for moderate feedback delays. In the second ap

proach. the authors proposed the ideal SR .VRQ appro.ximation. i.e.. the dependence 

between the queueing process and the history of the transmission process is ignored. 

This appro.ximation can be useful for the evaluation of system with large feedback 

delay, where the comple.xity of the exact method is prohibitive. The ideal SR .\RQ 

approximation was also used by Fantacci to analyze the delay performance under a 

Bernoulli arrival process and a time-varying radio channel [81]. 

W ilder SR .-\RQ. the packets may be tlelivered to the receiver out of sequence. If 

the packets should be passed in sequence, the receiver store them in the rese([uencing 

bulfer. The size of resequencing buffer and the resulting packet delay constitutes 

major factors in the end-to-end performance. 

Rosberg and Shacham analyzed the resequencing delay and buffer occupancy at 

the resec|uencing buffer assuming heavy-traffic conditions and a static radio chan

nel [85]. The system state is described by the process {'K{t),t = l.'i.---} where 

.V,(/) denotes the identifier of the packet transmitted during window /. By observing 

the behavior of the identifiers between consecutive windows, they derived the mean 

buffer size and mead resequencing delay. Rosberg and Sidi [S6] analyzed the joint dis

tribution of buffer occupancy at the transmitter and receiver, and derived the mean 

transmission and resequencing delays assuming a renewal arrival process and a static 

channel. Schachum and Towsley investigated the buffer occupancy and resequencing 

delay in a wireless environment in which a single transmitter and multiple receivers 

communicate, assuming heavy-traffic conditions and a static channel [ST]. 
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Contributions 

The previous works were conducted using overly simplifying assumptions on the in-

coniing traffic (e.g.. Bernoulli arrival process), the channel errors (e.g.. static channel 

model), or both. .As shown in this study, such simplifications can lead to significantly 

underestimating the delay performance. .Accordingly, we provide refined analysis of 

the mean transport delay that accounts for traffic correlations and for the time-varying 

channel behavior. Correlations are known to e.xist in all types of network traffic, and 

tlieir profound impact on the queueing performance has been widely reported in the 

conte.xt of wireline networks [8S. 89. 90. 91. 92]. We show that such impact extends 

to the wireless environment, where the mean transport delay is seen to rise rapidly 

with traffic burstiness and with the channel error rate. In the wireless case, the 

delay is al.so impacted by tlie error behavior of the channel. .More specifically, we 

sliow that the use of a time-varying error model can result in a notable incre^'ase in 

tlie mean transport delay. Relaxing the traditional assumptions on the source and 

channel models enables us to provide accurate predictions of the delay performance, 

which can be used in efficient resource allocation and admission control subject to 

guaranteed delay performance. 

We capture the time-varying nature of the channel via a two-state Gilbert-Elliot 

(GE) model. To account for traffic correlations, we represent the arrival process by 

an .V-state .Markov process, where .V > 2. Of particular interest here is the case of 

.V = 2 as it represents the common on-off behavior of network traffic. Markovian pro

cesses have been extensively used in wired networks to characterize various types of 

traffic (see [93] for details). While other. non-Markovian classes of models, including 

self-similar (e.g.. [94. 90. 95]) and subexponential models (e.g., [96]). have also been 

proposed as a means of capturing the persistent correlations in network traffic, the 

jury is still out on whether such models provide better traffic characterization than 

conventional Markovian models [97. 98, 99]. In fact, resource allocation in wired net
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works is still being carried out under the assumption of Markovian models. Given the 

popularity, tractability. and widespread use of Markov models in teletraffic studies, 

we made them the basis for our analysis. 

In order to obtain the mean queueing delay, we simplify the analysis by elimi

nating the dependence between the queueing process and the history of the packet 

transmission process. This so-called ideal SR ARQ approximation, which was also 

used in [SI. S4] under a Bernoulli arrival process, becomes exact as the feedback delay 

approaches zero. We derive the exact probability generating function (PGF) for the 

ideal SR .-\RQ and obtain the mean queueing delay using Little's law. The mean 

transmission delay is easily obtained since it only depends on the channel parameters 

and the RTT. We also derive an approximate expression for the mean resequencirig 

delay. The goodness of our approximate results is verified by contrasting them against 

more realistic simulation results. Through numerical examples, we study the effects 

of key system parameters on the various delay components, providing insight on some 

of their interesting interactions. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we analyze the 

queueing and transmission delays. The mean resequencing delay is studied in Sec

tion 6.3. Numerical results and discussion are given in Section 6.-L 

6.2 Queueing and Transmission Delays 

In this section, we analyze the queueing and transmission delays over a wireless link 

assuming a Markovian source and a time-varying wireless channel. Consider the 

c^ueueing system at the transmitter side of the link. The arrival process is .V'-state 

Markovian that is governed by a transition probability matrix P, where at each state 

i, i = 0. • • • . .V. i packets are generated in one time slot. Our model is based on 

an embedded Markov chain in which the number of packets in the queue is observed 

at the beginning of each time slot, just before the arrival of a new packet or of an 
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ACK/NACK message. We assume ACK/NACK messages are always error free. This 

common assumption is justified by the fact that these important messages are often 

protected by FEC [SI]. The wireless channel is characterized by the GE model, in 

which the channel alternates between Good and Bad states with corresponding bit 

error probabilities P^,j and P^j,. respectively (see Fig. 6.3). It is assumed that state 

transitiou.s occur at the ond of time slots, where a time slot corresponds to a pa.ckct 

transmission time. Since this time is very small compared to the sojourn time of a 

channel state, the inacciu'acy due to our assumption is negligible. The packet error 

probabilities during Good and Bad channel states are given by; 

eo = (6.1) 

t l  =  l - ( l - P , 6 ) ^  ( 6 . 2 )  

for a packet size of L bits. 

Packet. 
Error 
Rate 

Good Bad Good Bad Good time 

F I G U R E  6 . 3 .  Wireless channel model. 

.-Vt time I. the feedback message that arrives at the transmitter is for a packet 

that was transmitted at time f  — s.  where .s is the feedback delay. However, for 

simplicity we assume that this feedback message has the same probabilistic nature as 

the feedback message associated with the packet to be transmitted at time t. i.e.. as 

if the feedback delay is zero. This so-called ideal SR .ARQ appro.\imation was also 

used in [S-L 81] to study the delay performance under a Bernoulli arrival process. 

Note that this appro.ximation does not mean the feedback delay is ignored, but that 

its impact on the queueing process is not incorporated. 

First, we derive the PGF for the queue length in the ideal SR .A.RQ case. We 
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assume that packets are served on a FCFS basis and that the buffer capacity is 

infinite. Ivey notations are summarized as follows: 

a (k) : Number of new arrivals during the ^-th slot. 

r (k ) : Channel state at the beginning of the A.'th slot. 

• Queue length at the beginning of the A:th slot when the source is in state i  

and  the  channe l  i s  i n  s t a t e  j .  

P ; Transition probability matri.K for the arrival process at the transmitter. 

R ; Transition probability matrix for the process that describes the state of 

the radio channel. 

The elements of P = and R = [r,.j] are defined as follows: 

p , , j  =  Pi - [a (k -  + 1) = j I a{h)  = /•]. 0 < i . j  <  .V 

r,, ^ Pr[,-(^-+ I) =^' 1 r(^-) =']. i.je{OA} 

where states 0 and 1 denote Good and Bad channel states, respectively. 

The size of the queue at the beginning of slot Ar is a function of its size at the 

previous slot, the number of new arrivals, and the state of the feedback message. 

Thus, the queue size at the beginning of the {k- + l)th slot is obtained as follows: If 

([...(k) + a(lc) > 0. then 

+ / — I. with probability /?,• / • (1 — Cj) • r-j^j 

qi_j(lc) + i. with probability p,./• cj • r,.J 

+ i  — I .  with probability p,-./ • (1 — ei_j) • 

c{i i_j(k) + i . with probability p,-,; • e[_j • 

.A.nd if«/.,.(A;) + a{k) = 0. then 

+ ••) = 0. with probability po,/• (T j. j + (6.4) 

where 0  <  i j  <  N and 0 < j < I. In (6.3), the last two cases correspond to the 

state of the radio channel going from I — j to J, whereas no transition occurs in the 
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other two cases. Furthermore, the first and third cases correspond to a successful 

packet transmission, whereas in the other cases the transmitted packet is in error. 

The steady state probability f/ij[n] is defined as: 

= "1-

From (6.3) and (6.4). the state balance ec[uation is obtained as tollows: 

If n > 0. 

- '  +  i l  +  - '  +  i | )  
/=0 

min(.V.n) 

+ ^  + -  ^ ] )  (6-T) 
/=u 

where .r denotes I — x .  

.\nd. if n  = 0. 

niin(.V./i+ I} 

' iM = X I  ^' ' j - j^ jP'- ' ' luW - / + ! ]  +  -  /  +  I ] )  
/=0 

+Po,i('"j.jf/o.j[0] + ''j.//o,;[0]). (6.6) 

The Ibllowing proposition gives an e.xpression tor the PGF of the queue length. 

Proposition 6.2.1. Le t  deno te  the  PGF o f  t he  queue  l eng th  when  the  . - io iLrce  

i s  i n  s ta t e  i  and  the  channe l  i s  i n  s ta t e  j .  Then .  

Q(c) = [I - P'diariz'] Q R'^E(c)r0 R'"[I - E(c)]]Qo 
X. 

= ^[P''rfias[.-' |0R'^E(.-)]'+'ll3|E(.-)-'-I]]Q„. (6.7) 
1=0 
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where  

Q ( ~ )  =  [ Q o . o ( - ) .  Q o . i i - ) •  Q i , o ( - ) .  Q i , i ( - ) •  •  •  •  

Q/(-) = [ Q i A = )  Q i A = ) F -  1  =  0 A  :V 

E(c) = 

= f.-ft,,--'. j = 0. I 
'  u • J ^ -J 

d iag[ : ' ]  =  ( l ia ( j [ l .  •  •  •  .  

Proof: See> Appendix C. 

Let Q ( Z )  =  Y L I  J  Q ' - J I - )  PGF of the queue lengtli. In (6.7). Qo contains 

the unknown terms '/u,o[0] (/o,i[0]. Since for a stable system Q(r) is analytic in 

a closed imit disk, these unknown terms can be obtained by finding all the poles 

of Q{:) in a closed unit disk [100]. The following diagonalization of the matrix 

P^diag[r'j R ' 'E(C) may facilitate finding these poles: 

P^diag[c'] :D R^E(--) = G(C)A(C)G-'(-) (G.S) 

where A(c) = diag[Ao( r). Ai (c). • • • .  A).v+i (c)]. For each A/(c). I = 0. I.--- .'iA' + 1. 

let gi(:) and hi{:) denote the respective left column and right row eigenvectors of 

(6.8). The matrices G (c) and G~'(r) are given by: 

G(c) = [ffo(-)ri/l( ~). • • • •i/j.v+l(-)] 

G-'(c) = [ko{ = )Jii( = ].-- - .h2y+i( = f .  

By spectral decomposition, we obtain: 

•2;V+1 

P^diag[c'] 0 R^E(c) = ^ \ i { z )g i i  =  )h i ( : ) .  
1=0 

Each eigenvalue and eigenvector in the right-hand side (RHS) of the previous equation 

can be obtained by using properties of Kronecker products. An example for an on-ofF 
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source is shown in Appendix F. Using the previous equation, we can simpHfy (6.7) 

into: 

Q(c) = 5^[P^diag[c']0R^E(r)f+'[l0E(--)-^-I]Qo 
1=0 

X, i.V+l 

= E E -I|Q„ 
.'=0 ;=0 

2A' + l 

.=0 ^ 

.Substituting Qu into tlie previous equation, we obtain: 

J.V + l J.V + l / 

^ , ' ^ ' [ 1  .  ^ (/i.o(;)-^ ^^'/o.o[0] + /'.i(;)-'^ p{^^/c),i[0] 

Let A(c) denote the characteristic function of the system: 

•j.v+i 

A ( c ) =  

1=0 

The poles of Q(:} are ec(ual to the roots of this characteristic function. We need to 

determine the unknown variables </o,o[0] and (/o,i[0]. First, since Q(c) is analytic for 

each root |r,j < 1. we can set up the following boundary eciuation: 

l^io(~i) —;—'/o.ofO] + 1 ^'/o.i[0] = 0 (6.10) 

Secondly, we use the relation: 

limQ(c)=I. (6.11) 

By solving (6.10) and (6.11). one can determine the values of the unknown variables 

f/o.o[0] and f/o.i[0]. which completes the solution for C?(c). Thus, the mean queue length 

q is given by 

q  =  Q'{ l ) .  (6.12) 



L'sing Little's law. we obtain the mean queueing delay d  for the ideal SR ARQ sce

nario: 

where is the mean arrival rate. 

To obtain the transmission delay, wc use the results in [101], where the mean 

number ot" transmission attempts per correctly received packet n was given by 

h  =  I  - f U , ( I - S ) - ' V  

where Ur = [I 1|. The vector S and V are given by: 

[ 6 . 1 4 1  

S = 

V = 

'o.U^U '  

» r.uto 

"r.lf I 

( 6 . [ o )  

(6 .16)  

where (•{'' '  corresponds to the (i.jjth element of the .s-step transition matri.x R. and 

Xr.o a-nd ~r,i are the steady-state probabilities that the channel is in Good and Bad 

states, respectively, .\ccordingly. the mean transmission delay is given by .su — 7 

(7 is subtracted because the time to deliver an .ACK to the transmitter does not 

contribute to the transmission delay). Combining the queueing delay in (6.13) and 

the  t r ansmiss ion  de lay ,  we  ob ta in  the  no rma l i zed  mean  t r anspor t  de l ay  T:  

T  =  d  +  sr i  — (6.17 

L'sing Little's law. we obtain the t o ta l  mean number of packets at the transmitter for 

the SR .-VRQ with non-zero feedback delay (which includes packets in the source and 

waiting buffers): 

E[q] = q +  ̂ np^. (6.18) 



6.3 Resequencing Delay 

In this section, we give an approximate analysis of the mean resequencing delay 

under heavy tratfic. i.e.. packets are always supplied. This assumption has also 

been used in previous studies [S5. 87], but for a static channel. We adapt the 

analytical approach in [So], which assumes i.i.d. packet error probabilities, to the 

underlying case where packet errors are correlated in a .Markovian manner. Let 

A - -
X(/) = (.Vi(/). .Vj(^). • • • .  -VJIO ) denote the set of identifiers for packets transmitted 

during window t. We assume that packet identifiers are numbered in an increasing 

order. This assumption slightly affects the accuracy of our analytical results since 

the packet error probability is dependent on the location of a slot. However, the 

inaccuracy caused by this assumption is negligible in most practical situations e.xcept 

when the sojourn time of a channel state is very small relative to the window size (or 

the feedback delay). 

The process governs the evolution of the occupancy of the 

resequencing buffer. Let Di[ t )  and Wj( t )  be defined as follows; 

D M )  =  . V , + I ( 0 - . V . ( / ) .  .  =  . . S  ( 6 . 1 9 )  

\ \ ] ( t )  =  j  =  (6 .20)  
>=j 

with D, ( t )  = 1. .-Vs an example, let X( 1) = (1.2.3.4.5.6. 7. S) and .s = 8. If transmis

sions of packets 2.-L 0. and 6 fail, then X(2) = (2,4.0.6.9. 10. 11. 12). .\gain. if trans

mission of the packet 4.5.9,10. and 12 fail, then X(3) = (4.0.9.10.12.13.14.15). 

The corresponding Di(t) and Wi{t) in this example are given in Table 6.1. The size 

of the resec^uencing buffer at windows 1,2, and 3 is 0. 3. and 4. respectively. Rosberg 

and Shacham [8o] observed that the buffer occupancy at window t, B[t). is given by; 

f i ( i )  =  V F i l O ( 6 . 2 1 )  

Furthermore, they observed that the system state l'Kj,_,(^). i > I, 1 < i < .s — 1 is 



Slots 

X(l) 1 2 3 4 0  6 7 S 

D(l) I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 

H'(l) 7 6 •5 4 3 2 1 

X(2) •) -I •5 6 9 10 11 12 

D{2)  2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 

tr(2) 11 9 S 7 4 3 2 1 

X(;3) 4 •5 9 10 12 13 14 1.5 

DC- i )  1 -I 1 2 I 1 1 1 

12 11 7 6 4 3 2 1 

T A B L E  6 . 1 .  Example showing the evolution of the occupancy of the reseqtiencing 

buffer. 

governed by the following: 

• If there are fewer than .s — i NACKs during window /. then \Vs-i(t + I) = /-t- I. 

• If there are .n — i. + I NACKs. Q < I < i .  and if the (.s — i)th .N'.ACK is for the 

packet .Vfc(0- < .-i — /. then 4- 1) = + (/ — /). 

[n the following, we extend the previous analysis to the case of CIE channel model. 

First, let and W'l'if.) denote the value defined in (().20) given that the state of 

the radio channel just before the beginning of window t  —  I  I s  Good (y) and Bad ( h ) .  

respectively. The distribution of + 1) is given by: 

i  + I. with probabilityp(s .n i \g )  + = 
+ (' — 0- with probabilityA : . / )  

where 

3 - 1  

= XI  l , f i r | ( / ) ( ro .oeo / j ( - s  -  + ro , i t xp{s  -  Ll \b ) )  

+p( l c  -  [ .S  -  i  -  \ . .b \g ) ( r i_Qeop{^  -  k j \g )  +  r i . , e i / 3 ( . s  -  h. l \b ) ) .  

In the previous eciuation. p{n ,k \ r i )  denotes the probability of k  unsuccessful trans

missions in n consecutive slots given that the channel state at the beginning of a 
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window is ri. Similarly, /j(n. A*, rolri) denotes the probability ot" Ar unsuccessful trans

missions in n consecutive slots and the channel state in the last slot is r-i given that 

the channel state just before the start of a window is ri. In a similar way to the case 

of + !)• the distribution of +1) is given by: 

u . -b  / /  ,  n  ̂  '  +  wi th  probab i l i t y ^ ; - ^ - '  p ( s .m \h )  

^ with probabilityA"./) 

where 

^  (P(^"  -  -  i  -  -  k, l \g )  +  ra , i t : i p { : i  -  k . l \h ) )  

+p{k  — I. .s — i — 1. l } \h ){ri^o^op{ . ' i  — k .  l \ y )  + I ' l . i t  i p i ^  — A'. / |6)). 

Letting t  —+ cc. we obtain the steady-state probabilities for U',.,!/) and 

w h e r e  j  =  g .  I K  

Prili',.. = k]  =  lim Pv[ lV , . , { t )  =  A-] (0.24) 

Pr[H-7_, = k\ = lim Pr[l'r,^_,(/) = k\. (ti.25) 
t— 

Let VV.,_,(c) be the PGF of An expression for this PCIF is given below. 

Proposition 6.3.1. 

3 —i— 1 

VV,_.(r) = Y1 nP[.i.m]U='^' 
m=0 

t  3 —I 

+ n-p[A- - L..S -  /: -  I|RE7^[.s - ;-./]UW;.(,-)r'-'. (6.26) 
/=0 h=3^i 

where  FI  i s  t he  s t eady - s ta t e  probab i l i t y  vec tor  o f  t he  rad io  s ta t e ,  i . e . .  FI  =  [ /Tr .o - ^Tr . ! ] .  

U =  [ I  l ] ^ ,  E  =  d iag[eQ.  e i \ ,  and  

V[n ,k ]  =  
p{n .k ,g \g )  p (n , k .b \g )  

p{n , k .g \b )  p{n . k .b \b )  
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Proof: See Appendix H. 

Exploiting the recursive structure of we arrive at the following difference 

equation: 

•p[n . k ]  =  RE7^[n -  [.k \  +  RE'P[n - 1. A: -  I] (6.27) 

with the boundary conditions 

P[0.01 = I 

'P[n .  A.-] = O. if n  <  Ic  or n. k  <  0. 

where E = diag[tu-ti]. The solution to (6.27) is obtained recursively for various 

values of n and k. To obtain the mean buffer size, we differentiate (6.26) with respect 

to c and evaluate at r = I. Let /is_, be defined as: 

A f/W,_,(c) , 
= -j: U-=i • (6.2h) 

Thus, we have 

(  3  —  1  

=  ( i  +  1 )7i( ' )  +  ( ( '  —  ' ) / • . ' ( / •  A:. / )  +  /j(/. k .  l ) f i k )  (6.29) 
/=0 h=. i~t  

where 

^ —I 

J \ { i )  =  X I  

m=Q 

M l .  k .  I )  =  n v [ k  - [ . s - i -  l]REP[^ - k .  /]U. 

.-Vrranging the previous equation, we obtain for I < i < .s — I: 

^ _ i '  + II/=o mJi- i+i  0(^ — ^ + fik) + - ^  —  0 

and f-ia = I. .\ccordingly. fti is obtained recursively from /ij_, with the initial condition 

I.I3 = I. The mean buffer occupancy is f.ii — .s. Using Little's law. we obtain the mean 

resequencing delay Tr'-

Tr = _ . (6.30) 
~r.0^0 + 'I'r.lCi 
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6.4 Numerical Results and Discussion 

[n this section, we present numerical examples for the mean delay performance. The 

objectives of these examples are to: (I) test the accuracy of our approximate analy

sis. and (2) investigate the impacts of traffic correlations and the time-varying error 

behavior on the delay performance. The second objective will enable us to gauge 

the importance of employing a Markovian source model (as opposed to a renewal 

Bernoulli process) and a two-state time-varying channel model (as opposed to a one-

state "static" model). This, in effect, establishes the true contribution of the work. 

For the model validation part, our analytical results are contrasted against more re

alistic simulations that are obtained under no approximations. In the following, we 

present the results for the special yet commonly encountered case of a two-state on-olF 

source. Note, however, that our analysis applies, in general, to an .V-state source, 

where .V > 2. 

For an on-off .Markov source, one packet is generated per time slot during on 

periods and no packets are generated during off periods. Transitions between on and 

off states are governed by the transition probability matrix P = [pi.j]-0 < i . j  <  1. 

The characteristics of the on-ofF source are represented I:)y the mean arrival rate 

(/gj. which is also the traffic load, and the mean length of the on periods (Ton). 

.Vote that for a fixed p^. Ton. measures the burstiness of the traffic. In practice, the 

value of T^n depends on the application and the underlying packetization mechanism. 

For example, for o3-byte .-\.T.\I cells Ton ranges from few tens for voice with silence 

detection to few hundreds for compressed video. 

Two parameters are defined for the GE channel model: the mean packet error 

rate (e) and the duty cycle of the Bad period (pr): 

A ROJCI + RI.OCO . 
e = ^ (6.31) 

''o.i  +  ̂  i .o 

p r  =  ^ (6.32) 
' *0 .1+ ' '  1,0 
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Table 6.2 gives the parameter values used in our e.xperiments. When varying the 

value of one parameter, the other parameters are set to their default values, unless 

indicated otherwise. 

Parameter Symbol Value (default) 

Mean arrival rate Ps 0.3 - 0.7(0.5) 

.Mean on period ^ 0/1 10 - 300(100) 

.Mean packet error rate £ 0.01 -0.3(ei = 0.9, eo = O.OOl) 

Duty cycle of Bad period pr 0.05-0.-1(0.1) 

Transition probability from 

Good to Bad 'o.i 0.005 - 0.1(0.03) 

T . A B L E  6.2. Parameters used to obtain the numerical results. 

Fig. 6.4 shows the mean queue length E [ ( I ] ,  obtained using (6.IS), as a function 

offor three values of feedback delay: .s = 10. oO. 100. Here, the mean queue length 

includes packets in the source buffer as well as those in the waiting buffer. .A good 

agreement is observed between simulation and analysis, with the analytical results 

being slightly conservative when .s is large. For < 0.8. E[(i\ increa.ses almost linearly 

with the load indicating almost no change in the mean transport delay. This can be 

justified as follows. Since at mo.st one packet is generated per time slot, queueing 

delay occurs only when a packet is retransmitted from the waiting bulFer and the 

source buffer is not empty. The former condition is the result of a returned .N'ACK. 

which occurs mostly during Bad channel periods. Given that the channel is Bad 

roughly 10% of the time (by default, pr = O.L). the likelihood that the channel is 

in a Bad state and. simultaneously, the source is on is small, resulting in infrequent 

queueing delays. In this case, the transport delay is dominated by the retransmission 

part, which is independent of the input load. .As ps increases beyond O.S. queueing 

delay in the source buffer becomes more probable, causing a nonlinear increase in the 

total mean queue length (note that to maintain a stable queue, pa must not exceed 

0.9 since the channel is "clear" about 90% of the time). 

Fig. 6.5 shows the mean transport delay as a function of p, for three values of 
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F I G U R E  6 . 4 .  Mean queue length versus input load. 

feedback delay, .s = 10.50. 100. Time is normalized by a slot lime. As shown ifi the 

tigure. the mean transport delay is less sensitive to the input load. Since one packet 

is generated per slot, no queueing delay is occurred unless a N.ACK is returned. Since 

we fi.x the average duration of the Bad period at 10% of the average duration of 

the Good period, it is hard to notice significant queueing delay up to medium input 

load. .-\s input load increases, it is more likely that the on state and Bad state occur 

simultaneously which may cause a higher queueing delay. In this figure, the analytical 

results tend to overestimate the simulations by less than 10%i.  

The impact of the mean packet error rate (e) on the transport delay is illustrated 

in Fig. 6.6. Here, we take = 0.8 and set the other parameters to their default 

values. We vary t by varying the error rate during Bad periods (ei) with CQ set to 

0.00L. The figure indicates a good agreement between the approximate analysis and 

the simulations. The gap. however, tends to slightly increase with e. It is interesting 

to note that as e increases, the corresponding rate of increase in the mean transport 
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FIGURE 6.5. Mean transport delay versus input load. 
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delay is almost the same for different values of s (i.e., the gap between, say, the plots 

for s = 1 and s = 10 does not change with E). At first, we expected this gap to increase 

with E, since we speculated that increasing E should result in an increase in both the 

queueing and retransmission delays. While the queueing delay does not depend on s 

(since it is obtained under the ideal SR ARQ assumption), the retransmission delay 

equals to s(n - 1/2), and hence depends on s. If the retransmission delay were to 

increase with E, through an increase in the mean number of transmission attempts 

n, then the gap between, say, s = 1 and s = 10 in Fig. 6.6 should also increase. 

Surprisingly, it turns out that the increase in the transport delay shown in Fig. 6.6 

is mainly caused by the queueing delay. We found that as s increases at a fixed E, n 

decreases causing the product sn to be almost constant. This unexpected interaction 

can be justified as follows. Retransmissions are mainly caused by errors occurring 

during the Bad periods. When s is small compared to the mean length of a Bad 

period, it is likely that a retransmission of an erroneous packet will take place during 
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FigueiE 6.6. Mean transport delay versus mean packet error rate (/>,, - (}.S). 

the same Bad period in which the packet was last (re)lransmitted. £ind hence will 

probably encounter channel errors. This, in effect, increases the value of h. .-\s .s 

increases, the impact of error correlations fades away, resulting in a decrease in h. 

Fig. 6.7 shows the mean transport delay as a function of the duty cycle of a Bad 

period (pr) for = '^O. 100. .\s expected, the mean transport delay increases with the 

duty cycle of a Bad period. 

Fig. 6.S shows the mean transport delay as a function of the transition probability 

from on to off states (pi.o) for .s = 10.50. For the input load (/>.,) of 0.5. it is observed 

that mean transport delay increases abruptly for the longer on period. However, it 

becomes much insensitive from the value 0.03. 

Fig. 6.9 demonstrates the significance of traffic correlations by contrasting the 

mean transport delay under a Markovian model {Ton = 16 and 32) with that of a 

renewal Bernoulli model. .All results are based on analysis. The mean error rate is 

varied through ei with p, = 0.8. Note that in this case the value of Ton reflects the 
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burstiness of the Markovian source. For a fixed e, the Markovian model always gives 

a higher mean transport delay than the Bernoulli model. In fact, even when Ton is set 

to its smallest possible value (i.e.. Ton = we observed that the Markovian model 

still results in higher mean delay value 6.10. For a fi.xed Ton- as e increases the gap 

between the Bernoulli and .Vlarkovian results also increases, indicating more profound 

impact for correlations in this rt^gime. This trend is justified as follows. When f  is 

small, the c[ueue is empty most of the time. In this case, the traffic characteristics 

have little impact on the queueing delay (i.e.. traffic burstiness is absorbed by the 

clear channel). .\s the noise level incre?ases, so does the mean queue length at the 

source buffer. But with more frequent buffer buildup, burstiness starts to have a 

more profound impact on the me:'an queueing delay by increasing the likelihood that 

an arriving packet will see a nonempty queue. .As a matter of fact, if we only consider 

the mean queueing delay (i.e., .s = 0), the gap between the Markovian and Bernoulli 

results is even more acute than what is depicted in Fig. 6.!) (See 6.10). The figure 

also shows a fixed gap between the curves for .s  = I and those for .s  = 10 in each 

source model, which we previously commented on. 

The significance of employing a tirne-varying channel-error model as opposed to 

a static one is illustrated in Fig. 6.11. In this figure, we depict the mean transport 

delay versus t imder .Markov and Bernoulli sources assuming static (one state) and 

time-varying (two states) channel models. .\s before, e for the 2-state channel model 

is varied through ei with pr = 0.4. We set = 0.4. .s = 10. and use the default 

values for the other fi.xed parameters. From this figure, one can make the following 

remarks. First, for a fi.xed mean error rate and a given source model, a time-varying 

error model almost always results in a larger mean transport delay compared to a 

static model. This trend can be attributed to the fact that a time-varying channel 

acts as a "bursty" server whose alternating Good-Bad pattern adversely impacts the 

effective service rate. So during Good periods, if no traffic is being generated and 

the queue is empty, the capacity is wasted for an extended amount of time. By 
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evently distributing the effective service rate over t ime, the static model undermines 

the amount of wasted capacity, hence providing overly optimistic predictions of the 

mean delay. Secondly, the gap between the time-varying and static channel models 

increases with E. This is attributed to a corresponding increase in the variance of the 

mean error rate in the former model (this variance is zero in the static model) . Finally, 

it is observed that in the case of the Markovian source model, the effect of the time

varying channel starts to show at smaller values of E compared to the Bernoulli model. 

So by en1ploying a Bernoulli model , one may mistakenly undermine the impact of the 

time-varying error behavior. For large E, the considerable gap between the uppermost 

and lowermost curves in Fig. 6.11 demonstrates the amount of inaccuracy caused by 

employing simplified source and channel1nodels. 
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FIGURE 6 .11. Mean transport delay versus E under Markovian and Bernoulli sources 
for static and time-varying channels (Ps = 0.4, Pr = 0.4, s = 10) . 

Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 are related to the mean resequencing delay. The objective of 

both figures is to examine the accuracy of our approximate analysis in Section 6.3. Re

call that the analysis was carried out under two assumptions: heavy-traffic load (i.e., 
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packets are always supplied) and a small window size relative to the channel sojourn 

times. Fig. 6.12 shows the mean resequencing delay versus e tor = 50. 100. With 

such large values of .s. we can e.xamine the worst-case inaccuracy of the analysis with 

respect to the second assumption. The analysis is contrasted with exact simulation 

results obtained under heavy load and under 70% load. It the resec[uencing analysis 

were to ho conducted without the second assumption, then we would c.xpcct a match 

betwt>en the analytical results and the heavy-traffic simulations. But Fig. 6.12 shows 

that the heavy-traffic simulations upper bound the analytical results, indicating op

posite effects for the above two assumptions. For .s = 50. the analytical results are 

sufficiently close to both typt?s of simulations. In general, we observed that at small 

values of .s the mean resec[uencing delay is somehow insensitive to the input load. For 

•s = too, the analytical results lie between the two types ot simulations, being closer 

to the heavy-tralfic simulations when t is small and to the TO'X-load simulations when 

e is large. Iti Fig. 6.13 we compare the analytical results with simulations obtained 

at 80'X load usitig two values for ti (the error rate during Bad periods). good 

agreement is observed over the range of .s. .-\s .s increase's. t i starts to have a more 

significant impact on the mean resequencing delay. 

In contrast to the conve.x plots in Fig. 6.6 and 6.9. Fig. 6.12 indicatf:'s that the mean 

res(?quencing delay increases sublinearly with t. This says that as e increases, the mean 

transport delay becomes more sensitive to incremental changes in e. while the opposite 

effect is observed for the mean resequencing delay. Fig. 6.14 further illustrates this 

point by depicting both types of delay as a function of e when = 50. 100 [p, = 0.8. 

pr = 0.2). Because of the contrasting sensitivities to changes in e. two crossover points 

in the delay curves are observed when = 100. 

Fig. 6.15 shows the mean resequencing delay versus the duty cycle of a Bad period 

for the cases of feedback delay, = 50.100. .\s shown in the figure, the mean 

resequencing delay shows a gradual increase as pr increases. 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

Providing QoS guarantees over wireless packet networks poses a host of technical 

challenges that are not present in wireline networks. One of the key issue is how to 

account for the characteristics of the time-varying wireless channel and for the impact 

of link-layer error control in the provisioning of packet-level QoS. In this dissertation, 

we accommodate both aspects in analyzing the packet loss and delay performance over 

a wireless link. The proposed analytic e.xpressions provide the amount of bandwidth 

to be allocated and an error control strategy, given target QoS parameters including 

packet loss rate and delay distribution. E.xtensive simulations are conducted to verify 

the goodness of our analytical results. 

In this chapter, the primary contributions of the dissertation are placed in per

spective and areas for future extension of this work are identified. The remainder of 

the chapter is divided into two parts with Section 7.2 listing the major contributions 

of the dissertation and Section 7..'J pointing out future directions for this research. 

7.2 Contributions of This Work 

In Chapter 4. we analyzed the packet loss performance over a wireless link. We 

considered both cases of a single and multiplexed connections. The link capacity 

fluctuated according to a fluid version of Gilbert-Elliot channel model. Traffic sources 

were modeled as on-ofF fluid processes. Our analytical framework incorporates the 

effects of error control schemes (i.e., ARQ and/or FEC). which are used to improve the 

transport performance over the wireless link. For the single-stream case, we derived 

the e.xact packet loss rate (PLR) due to buffer overflow at the sender side of the 
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wireless link. We also obtained a closed-form approximation for the corresponding 

iL'ireless effective bandwidth. In the case of multiplexed streams, we obtained a 

good approximation for the PLR using the Chernoff-Dominant Eigenvalue (CDE) 

approach. The expressions for the PLR and effective bandwidth were then used to 

study the optimal FEC code rate that guarantees the rec[uested QoS while maximizing 

the utilization of the wireless bandwidth. Numerical results and simulations were used 

to verify the adequacy of our analysis and to study the impact of error control on the 

allocation of bandwidth for guaranteed packet loss performance. 

In Chapter 5. we used the analytical framework developexl in Chapter 3 to inves

tigate the delay and packet discard performance of a wireless channel. We considered 

a single ON/OFF traffic stream transported over a wireless link. The capacity of this 

link fluctuates according to a fluid version of Gilbert-Elliot's model. We tlerived the 

packet delay distribution via two different approaches: uniformization and Laplace 

transform. Numerical aspects of both approaches were compared. I'sing our ana

lytical model, we investigated the packet discard rate at the receiver. This metric 

is particularly important for delay-sensitive traffic, where the due-date of a packet 

is translated into a limit on the maximum number of packet retransmissions. The 

delay distribution was further used to quantify the wireless effective bandwidth under 

a given delay guarantee. Numerical results and simulations were used to verify the 

adequacy of our analysis and to study the impact of error control and bandwidth 

allocation on the packet delay and loss performance. 

In Chapter 6. we analyzed the mean delay experienced by a Markovian source 

over a wireless channel with time-varying error characteristics. The wireless link 

implements the selective-repeat .^RQ scheme for retransmission of erroneous packets. 

We obtained good approximations of the total delay, which consists of transport 

and resequencing delays. The transport delay, in turn, consists of queueing and 

transmission delays. In contrast to previous studies, our analysis accommodates 

both the inherent autocorrelations in the input traffic and the time-varying nature of 
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channel conditions. The exact probability generating function (PGF) of the c[ueue 

length under "ideal" SR ARQ was obtained and was combined with the retransmission 

delay to obtain the mean transport delay. For the resequencing delay, the analysis was 

performed under the assumptions of heavy traffic and small window sizes (relative to 

the channel sojourn times). The inaccuracy due to these assumptions was observed to 

be negligible. Wc showed that ignoring the autocorrelations of the incoming traffic or 

the time-varying nature of the channel state can lead to significant underestimation 

of the delay performance, particularly at high channel error rates. Some interesting 

effects of key system parameters on the delay performance were observed. 

7.3 Future Directions 

The research presented in this dis-sertation can be e.xtended in several ways. First, the 

propo.sed analytic expressions for wireless effective bandwidth indicate the amount 

of bandwidth to be allocated for achieving a target QoS in a rather conservative 

fashion, since the error correction capability reflected in those expressions assumes 

the worst-case channel scenario, i.e.. Bad channel state. Thus, an extra bandwidth 

is unnecessarily allocated in Good channel state, which may lead to lower utilization 

of bandwidth. To address this problem, we can apply the notion of time-varying 

wireless effective bandwidth where the guaranteed bandwidth varies depending on 

the channel state. In this case, we cannot provide the hard-bound guarantee on QoS. 

though higher utilization of system capacity can be achieved. In such an aggressive 

service discipline, the connection admission rule may be changed to probabilistic 

guarantee, i.e.. the probability that the sum of wireless effective bandwidth is greater 

than the system capacity is 0.0.5. for instance. 

In the QoS mechanism, it is important to decouple the impacts of each QoS 

measure on bandwidth allocation. For e.xample, once an amount of bandwidth to 

be allocated is determined based on delay guarantee, it should not be beneficial to 
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throughput guarantee by allocating more bandwidth rec[uired for the throughput 

guarantee. Thus, we need a highly flexible and scalable QoS mechanism to be able 

to tune various QoS parameters while maximizing the system utilization. The QoS 

schemes proposed in this dissertation tend to provide bandwidth which may couple 

loss and delay requirements. Thus, for instance, if a service requires higher delay and 

lower throughput, low throughput benefits from the bandwidth allocation based on 

higher delay. To address the issue, we need to incorporate the buffer size and the limit 

on the number of retransmission in the resulting expressions as output parameters 

for given QoS parameters. This issue is challenging and lead to the problem of multi-

variable optimization with multiple constraints. 
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Appendix A 

CALCULATION OF EIGENVALUES 

Arranging (4.1."5), we obtain 

+ b:-^ +  c: ' -+ d:  =  0 (A.l) 

where 

a = - c^)(r - q) (A.2) 

b — —r'(c, j ' j  +  + c'l j - i  +  

— r((c, j  +  Ch)'{- '^ +  */ )  ~  ~ -c, jCh(oc +  6))  

-C,jC},({0: + J)(Cy +C/,) +2(6C(, + -/Cy)) (A.;5) 

C = CV-QC'^ + J*(r - Q)(/• -  fy) 

+ (•j ' i ) {chd +  C.J-,  -  Sr -  -/r)  

+ .-l(ciS + 'Ichc.jd + 'Ichc^-f 

+c'7 — '2a,Sr -  2c,j6r  — — 'lc,j',v + Sr'  + "/r") 

+a(cj6 + 'lci ,c, j6 +  2chC,j- j  

+c^7 -  2ct,6r -  2c , j- i r  + 3(2cbc , j  -  Cbr - c^r)) (A.4) 

d =  ( Q +  J  +  d  +  7 ) ( r +  7 )  ~  ( < ^  " I "  ) ) .  ( A . 5 )  

Since the zero is the root of (A.l). other eigenvalues correspond to the solution of the 

cubic equation: 

"t" CiX' -f- Cix + C3 = 0 
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where ci = ^.c> = and cj = If the cubic equation has the three real roots, the 

roots are given by [102]: 

-I = (|) -  ̂  

= -2^cos(^)-^ (A.6) 

where 

-•5 = -2\/^cos ^ 

A cj -  3c, 

9 

R = A 2c'[ — 9c-[C2 + 27C;3 

•>1 

0 = arccos (^[ij . 
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Appendix B 

MULTIPLE ON-OFF SOURCES OVER A WIRELESS 
CHANNEL 

We considei- nuiltiple homogeneous on-off sources multiplexed over a wireless channel. 

Each of the sources has the same statistical properties, i.e.. the same peak rate and 

mean ori/olF periods cis specified in Section 4.3. In order to generalize the analysis to 

the case ot" K on-olF sources, we need to modify (4.8) which considers the single on-

otf source. Due to the homogeneity of sources, the system state can be represented 

by the number of active sources. This process follows the typical birth-and-death 

process with the state i = 0. I.-- - .A'. The infinitesimal generator Mi for this 

traffic generation process is given by: 

Ml = 

-[<3 R\i 

a  - ( a  +  ( K  -  [ ) 3 )  

:A'-1)O- -((A-- + 3 

Ka —h'a  

.\Iitra in [77] presented the ways of obtaining the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors 

for the process characterized by Mi. Due to the decomposability of this wireless 

.A.TM link model as discussed in Section 4.5. the analysis on the producer part with 

multiple on-ofF sources in [77] is directly applicable to this case. Thus, we will skip the 

analysis on the producer part done by Mitra in [77]. For packet deliver part, we use 

the previous varying service rate model which is based on two state Gilbert-Elliott's 

channel model. Unlike the analysis of packet delivery part in [77] which has a discrete 

range of service rates, our model has the continuous range which is the function of 

the bit-error-rate (BER) of a wireless channel and the error correction capabihty of 

a EEC code. 



By equating (4.7ii) in [77] and (4.12) in terms ot" rr, we obtain 

, , jx , fi ^ /TTTT -(ca + £-6) -  (b" -  7 
—  { r z  +  a  +  J )  +  y k i  —  — j  \ / Qi{ : }  —  —  —  y c y  ~  j  

.\rranging the previous equation, we define the following equation 

h'\ (, I 
y (c. A,"!. A-j) — ycl ——J \/Qi(:) + — -J \/Q-2ic) 

. K ,  , , C(CJ + C6)-6-7 
+ — (rc + a + .i) . 

In order to facilitate the calculation of eigenvalues, we define P( r. A:i, Ar-j 

A' 

:B.i 

P(c. A'l.A-.') = ~'ij) ^/J(~)~^'(-1 

B.'2) 

w here 

A /\' ,, c(c,, + a) — (^i — 7 , r ^  

^  

The equation F(r.A-i.A'j) = 0 is obtained from /(C.A'I.AM) = 0 by rearranging and 

squaring terms to eliminate square roots. Because of duplicate roots, we need to 

consider 0 < A'l < K/'l and 0 < AM < 1. The eigenvalues are the solutions of the 

polynomials P(r.A-i.A'o) = 0. 0 < A'l < A'/2 and 0 < A-j < I as proved in [77]. 

So far. we have discussed the way of obtaining the eigenvalues in the Equations 

(4.S) and (4.9) for the case of K on-ofF sources. The eigenvector Oi can be obtained 

by using the Equation (5.7) in [77]. The eigenvectors in packet delivery part (4.9) 

are given in (4.15). Thus, the resulting eigenvectors 0 are obtained by the following 

Equation: 

0 = 01 3 02-

Finally, the stationary buffer content distribution n(x) is given by: 

n(j:) = ajw + ̂  a, exp(r,j:)0,- (B.4) 
- .<0 
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where w = Wi O w>. Wi is given in (2.LS) in [7T|. and W) is given by 

W-. = [ 4:;]. 

In order to calculate the coefficients a,, we use the boundary conditions: 

= 0. for c, < 0. with v, > c,j or > cj 

a,I = I. (since [[(oc) = w) 

where denote the total source rate associated with the eigenvalue c,. Eventually, 

we obtain the packet loss rate from the Eciuation (4.17). 
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Appendix C 

P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  5 . 2 . 1  

We define as 

P,(/..r) = Pr[C(0 < i']. I e  {g.b}. 

During a time period At. the system state changes from Good to Bad with probability 

SAf. Similarly, it changes from Bad to Good with probability '/Al. Now. we have 

Pj(t + At.x) = (1 - dAt)P,{t..v -  (c, -  c^)At) + 6At • P>,(f..x-{c,-CH)At) 

Pk(t + Af...v) = -/At - P,(t. . .r) + {l-'Al)P^{t..x). 

Taking the limit as At —+ 0. we have 

dP.j(t,x 

di 
dPh(t.x 

dt 

=  - ( c ,j - Ch) 
dP.jt.x 

dx 
— 6P,j(t.  x) 6Pi,(t.  x) 

= -(Pj(t. x )  - - f P ^it. x ) .  

.-Vrranging the previous ec|uations in the matrix form, we arrive at 

dP{t.x) aP(t.x] 

where 

P(/..r) = 

dt 

Pj(t.x] 

Pb(t..v] 

+ D 
dx 

= MP(t,x) ( C . l )  

.M = -6 6 

7 -7 
. and D = c,j -  cb 0 

0 o_ • 

Applying Laplace transform to (C.l) with respect to t  (notation *). we have 

.sP '(.s..r) - P(0..r) + D , ' = MP '(.s..r). 
a x  

Applying Laplace transform again with respect to x  (notation •). we have 

.sP*'(5.u) - P*(0, «) +D("P'*(5: ti) - P'(^'.O)) = M P ^'is.u). 
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Arranging the above equation, we have 

= (hD + ̂ I-M)-'(P*(0.«) + DP'(.s.O)) 

where 

1 .S +  7 6 

" (<-'y — t'6 ) « + .S + (!) 

with A(^) = (Cj — + "/)" + + ̂  + "•)• 

The system has the following boundary conditions 

P(/.0) = 
'Pju-O) • 0 • 

.n(^o) _e-"_ 
and P(0..r) = 

•P,(0..r)" •f 

P6(0..r)_ _l_ 

With the boundary conditions, we obtain 

I 
P"(.s.ii) = 

aA(.s) [ c,j — c"/,);/ + s + () -f- •/ 
(C.-2) 

P*(.s..r) = 

Taking inverse Laplace transform with respect to u  in (C'.2). we have 

) - (-^ - 5^) 
Finally, in order to invert with respect to t. we use the convolution property and 

the following Laplace transform pair: 

£[./oC2v/^)l = 

where .IQ{:) is the Bessel function of order 0 given by 

n=0 

Thus, we have 

( n l )  t \ 2  

P (t . . l - )  =  
I - e - i)) + " -^l)) 

6x 
( r i ! )  i-^'"''Er=0 7Sr(n + I.7(R-I-)) 

where i = .v/{Cj — Q) and r(a,r) is the incomplete gamma function given by: 

r(n,c)= / e-^.r"-'(/x. 
J o  

This completes the proof of Proposition (5.2.1). 
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Appendix D 

P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  5 . 2 . 2  

From (5.3). we have 

Pr[r(/)>.r] = 

r Pi . [ /  >  <  i i£z£ l .  i f  Ckt  <  X <  c,  

0. 

1. 

if X > C.J I 

i f  X < ci,t.  

(D.l) 

To obtain the probabilities Pr[^j < . i ]  and Pr[^6 < we use the uniformization 

technique in which the transition rates between states are uniformized by introducing 

transitions from a state to itself (refer to pp. "284 in [SO] for details). The probability 

Pr[/y < sjAlO) = (j]. where .s  < /. is given by: 

Pr[/'y < •s|/<{0) = (j] 

+ 7)0 

r l= l  •  k= l  ^  

For .s = /. we have 

Pr[<, = /|A(0)=i,] = e-^'. 

In a similar way. the probability Pr[/6 < .s|A(0) = 6], where .s < t .  is given by: 

Pr[/(, < .s|/;.(0) = b] 

v)t (7O" I " W ̂  ̂  " 

^ n\ ^  \k — i) \7/ ^  w' 
n=l  fc=l  ^  /  \  I  /  \  

For .s = t.  we have 

Pr[i6 -  t\h{0) = b] = e ' ' '  
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From (D.l). we have 

P v [ C , { t ]  >  x ]  =  l - P r  t ,j  < = g 
^tj 

" (<)/)" 

n=l  fc=t  

. \ k-1 

17 \d 

where \ = f . 

In a similar way. we obtain Pr[C6(0 ^ 

c,jf.  -  .V 
th < 

C .J - Cb 
\h(Q) = b Pr[G(/)>.r] = Pr 

r i= l  tc= l  

This completes the proof of Proposition 5.2.2. 

ni *—' \lc — 1 
r i= l  <;=1 

J- \  k-\ rl 
c \  /n 
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Appendix E 

P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t i o n  5 . 2 . 3  

From (o.l). we have 

Pr[D < /] 

r  r" ' ' '  
+  -  / PffQCO > x]- i ,^( . r )  + Pr[Ci,(f) > . r j ,T i . ( , ( . r ) f / . r  

= ̂ (ni,j(f(,z) + riiiiQ')) 

+ — / Pf[(^ ^ •'i'l.jt-'") + P''[^6(') ^ (E-i) 

In order to evaluate tlie integral in the above equation, we substitute (5.5) into 

(E.l): 

f Pr[Q(/) > .r|-i,^(x)</.r 
•Jcht 

I / <!' f  n \  
= (ri . . (cv)-ri .>. ,))- .- '-"E;S (— Eyt-i;  v.  

a=l ^ k={ 

^ ̂ / \  p c . j t  

• ^ ( M  /  ( x  -  c b t y ( c . j l  -  . v ) ' ' " 7 r i j x ) d d \  (E.2) 

Consider the integral in (E.2), 

/ (.1- - CHty[c,jt - xf~'-i,g(x]cLv 
Jcht 

=£  { ^ )  V  -  S) 

= (c^f -  Qi)""^' /  \'(1 -\)""'Ti,y((Cy-C6)i\+C60f/\ 
v /o 

where 

A X  —  C b t  

^ t{Cg-Cf,)'  
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Let Then we have 

/' \'(1 - \r-' 'uAi^,-^b)t\ + c,t)d\ = /' v'(l -
Jo I Jo 

By the formula in [103], 

[ ,r'( 1 - .r = S( r? - / + I. / -M ) <&( / 4- 1: n -f 2: 3) (E.3)  
J o  

where Bix.tj) is the beta function given by 

= £klM 1 
r(^- + !/) Jo 

and <&(.r; /y:r) is the confluent hypergeometric function given by 

-AT 

4,,, , ,:,-) = = ! z'- '  f \ ' l '  

with (u)„ = a(a + I) • • • (a + - I) = 

Thus, we have 

[ M ^ I /1 
/  \ ' ( l  -  ;,-<&(^-+l:n + 2:--;(c,-c-OO 

J o  ( "  +  1 ) 1  

Now. Equation (E.2) becomes 

rc.jt 
/ PT[C^(t) > x ] - uu(-'--)dx 

Jc^t 

= (ni .,(c,0 -  ni ,,(ci,/)) -  ^  ̂ " 
n — 1 ' L f N ̂

k - l  \ 6 .  
n=l A:=I 

• ^ {Cj + 1; n + 2; :t(cj -  Ch)t) 

= (n,.,w,-n,.(c.,)-e-"-i;^EG:0 (I)'"' 
a=l ^ '  k=l ^ ^ 

n 

• ~ + U n + 2; zt{Cg - C6)0. (E.4) 
i=k 
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In a similar way, we obtain 

n 

~  X I  a , „ e ' ( ^ ( n  - / + ! ; « +  2 :  r , „ ( C y  -  C h ) t )  ( E . o )  
i=A*  m 

where 7ri,6(.r) = "mt"'"'"-

Substituting (E.-l) and (E.5) into (E.I), we have 

P.'10 < (| = ^(ri,,,(c,() + n.,i(ai)) -

n= I  

/ \ / - \ 
• ^ L .  "  J  ( 7 )  I : " - a ) 0  

-l-=l ^ ^ ' t=k I 

r -A " W-V ' 
+ [ i j  

n 

• y {Cj — ci,)t ^ i  + 1 : ^ + 2 :  :m((-'-j — O;)/)• 
i^k in 

This completes the proof of Proposition •'5.2.3. 
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Appendix F 

SINGLE ON-OFF SOURCE 

[a Section 6.2. we outlined a spectral decomposition approach for obtaining the PGF 

of the c|ueue length under a general Markovian arrival process. We now apply this 

approach to the case of a single on-otf source. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 

P^diag[c'] :i; R'^E(c) can be obtained by employing some properties of Kronecker 

products [104]: namely, the eigenvalues of A iD B. where A and B are two matrices, 

are obtained by elernent-wise multiplication of the eigenvalues of A and B. .\lso. 

the eigenvectors of A 5 B are given by the Kronecker products of the individual 

eigenvectors of A and B. 

Let Oi,2(r) and .i(r) denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of P 'diag[r'j. re

spectively. which are given by: 

I 
= rjlPu.u +/'i.i-± s( 

. i ( c )  =  
I 1 

'->|(")-P0.u ''jl'l-po.o 
(1 -P l . l )=  (1 -p l . l ) -

where = \/(po.o + Pi.i")" + 4( 1 - />o,o - /Ji.i)--

Let (5i,j(c) and 7 (c) denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R^E (r). respec

tively. which are given by: 

— :j(' 'o.o'/o(-) +'"i . i ' /it-) ± c r ( - ) )  

7 ( - )  =  
I 1 

•^1 (-) —>"0,0 ')o(;) '52(:) —ro.o f/ol") 
(I-ri.tlrill:) 

where cr(r) — \/{ro.or]Q(:) -I- fiAlii-))'  +  ~  ''0.0 ~  i . i a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  
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inverse of each eigenvector is given by: 

Thus, the right-hand side of (6.8) for a single on-off source is given by: 

A(z) diag[o:1(z)81(z), o:1(z)82(z), a2(z)81(z), a2(z)82(z)] 

G(z) f3 ® !(z) 

[/31 &J /1 ( Z), /31 &J /2 ( Z), f32 &J /1 ( Z), /32 &J /2 ( Z)] 

(f3 ® !(z))-1 

[/311 ® 111(z), /311 
® 121(z), /32

1 
® 11

1
(z), /32

1 
® 12

1
(z)]. 
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Appendix G 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.2.1 

From (6.5) and (6.6), we can obtain Qi,j(z): 

oo min(N,n+1) 

Qi,j(z) = 2:::: 2:::: (rj,jejpz,iqz,j[n- l + 1] + r],je)Pz,iqz,J[n- l + 1])zn 
n =1 l=O 

oo min(N,n) 

+ 2:::: 2:::: (rj,jejpz,iqt,j[n- l] + r),je)Pt,iqt,J[n- l])zn 
n=1 l=O 

1 

+ L(rj,jejPt,iqt,j [1- l] + r),je)Pt,iqt3[l- l]) 
l=O 

+Po,i(Tj,jqo,j [O] + T],jqo,J[O]). (G.1) 

In order to simplify the previous equation, we use the following relations: 

oo min(N,n) N oo 

2:::: 2:::: Pt,iqt,j[n- l]zn = 2:::: l:Pt ,iqz,j [n -l] zn- Po,iqo,j[O] (G.2) 
n =1 l=O l=O n=l 

and 
oo min(N,n+1) 

L L Pt,iqt,j[n -l + 1]zn = 
n =1 l=O 

N oo 1 oo 

L L Pt,iqt,j[n-l+1]zn+ LLPz,iqt, j[n -l+l]zn . (G .3) 
l=2 n=l-1 

Using (G.2) and (G.3), we obtain: 

Qi,j(z) = rj,jejpo,iqo,j[O] + r),je)Po,iqo,J[O] 
N 

l=O n =1 

+rj,jej LPz,izl- 1Qz, j(z) + rj,jej(z-1po,i(Qo,J(z)- qo,j[O]) + P1,iQ1,](z)) 
l=2 
N 

+r),je) l:Pt,iz1
-

1Qu(z) + r),je)(z-1po,i(Q0,J(z)- qo,J[O]) + P1,iQ13(z)) 
l=2 
N N 

+rj,jej 2:::: Pt,iz1Qt,j(z) + r),je] 2:::: Pt,izlQz,J(z) (G.4) 
l=O l=O 
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Arranging the previous equation, we obtain: 

N N 

Qi,j(z)- rj,j'flJ(z) LPz,izzQz,j( z) - T'],j''l](z) 'LPz,izzQz,J(z) = 
l=O l=O 

rj,j(l- 1]j(z))Po,iqo,j[O] + T'j,j(l- "l)(z))Po,iqo,J[O] (G.5) 

where 'l]j(z) = ej + ejz- 1 and "7j(z) = e) + e]Z-1. In the previous equation, 

N 

L Pt,iZz (rj,j'l]j (z )Qz,j(z) + r),j"l)( z )Qz,J(z)) 
l=O 

N 

= LPz,izz [RTE( z) ]u)Qz( z) 
l=O 

= [PT diag[zi] 0 RTE( z) ](2i+j) Q(z) (G.6) 

where [A](i) denotes the (i)th row of A and 

Qz( z) 
6 

[Qz,o( z) Qz,1(z)]T -

E( z) 
6 

diag['l]o(z), "71(z)] = 

diag[zi] 
6 

diag[l, z, z2
, • · • , zN] = 

Q(z) 
6 

[Qo,o( z), Qo,1(z), Q1,o(z), Q1,1(z), · · · , QN,o(z), QN,1(z)]T. 

Using (G.6), we can arrange (G.5) in the following matrix form: 

where Qo = [qo,o [O], qo,1[0], 0, · · · , O]T. 

With some algebraic manipulation of (G.7), we obtain: 

Q(z) = [I- pT diag[zi] 0 RTE(z) ]-1[PT diag[zi] 0 RT[I- E(z)]]Qo 
00 

= L[PT diag[zi] 0 RTE( z) ]l+1[1 0 [E( z) - 1 - I]]Qo. 
l=O 

This completes the proof of Proposition 6.2.1. 
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Appendix H 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.3.1 

For j = g, b, let W1-i(z) be the PGF of Wj_i· Taking the z-transform for (6.22), we 

have 

i s-l 
w;_Jz) L L (p(k- 1, s- i- 1,gig)(ro,oeap(s- k, lig) + To,1e1p(s- k, lib)) 

l=O k=s-i 
+p(k- 1, s- i- 1, big)(r1,oeop(s- k, Zig)+ r1,1e1p(s- k, lib)))Wk(z)zi-l 

s-i-1 

+ L p(s,mig)zi+1. (H.1) 
m=O 

Similarly, for (6.23) we have 

i s-l 
w~_i(z) = L L (p(k- 1, s- i- 1,gib)(ro,oeop(s- k, Zig)+ ro,1e1p(s- k, lib)) 

l=O k=s-i 
+p(k- 1, s- i- 1, bib)(r1,oeop(s- k, lig) + r1,1 e1p(s- k, lib)))Wk(z)zi-t 

s-i-1 

+ L p(s,mib)zi+1. (H.2) 
m=O 

Multiplying (H.1) and (H.2) by 7rr,o and 7rr,1 , respectively, and summing each, we 

obtain the following equation: 

s-i-1 

W s-i( z) = L ITP[s, m]Uzi+1 

m=O 
z s-l 

+ L L IIP[k -1,s- i -1]REP[s- k,l]UWk(z)zi-t. (H.3) 
l=O k=s-i 

This completes the proof of Proposition 6.3.1. 
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